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ABSTRACT 
At the time of this study, each time a customer in Europe requested that Colgate Palmolive (CP) 
implement a Shelf Ready Packaging (SRP) solution for a product, CP did not have the data and 
tools necessary to weigh the impact of the request. Since most retail stores in Europe use a high 
level of SRP, it was important for Colgate Palmolive to master this type of packaging. The 
challenge of this thesis project was to address this situation by developing a set of practical 
guidelines for use by CP packaging engineers when developing SRP packaging solutions that 
met retailers' requirements and addressed CP's manufacturing constraints 
To do this, it was first necessary to define the functional requirements of Shelf-Ready Packaging 
according to manufacturers and retailers in Europe. Next, existing SRP concepts used by Colgate 
Palmolive (CP) in Europe were mapped and benchmarked with the competition. The 
effectiveness of CP's use of SRP for selected SKUs in specific categories was then assessed 
using the Score Cards Assessment Tool (version 10) issued by ECR Europe in January 2007. The 
best calibration, providing the largest range of percentage of adherence to SRP, was 
recommended and applied in the rest of the study. 
To build up a complete and useful database of SRP information, actual case studies involving 
five existing SRP concepts used by CP in Europe were conducted. Three major corrugate 
suppliers in Europe were each asked to rethink the concepts and to present their ideas for 
improvement and/or innovation. For each new proposal, an SRP card was created to easily 
identify its advantages and drawbacks and to document the technical recommendations. Finally, 
where possible, industrials trials for the more relevant proposals were conducted to determine the 
readiness of the proposed solutions for immediate implementation. 
The knowledge gained from the research conducted and the case studies resulted in the creation 
of a practical manufacturing SRP bundle book, containing SRP Cards and Best Practice 
Guidelines, to be used by CP packaging engineers in future SRP development efforts. 
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1.0. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Business Climate 
Shelf-Ready Packaging (SRP) is a reality today. Retailers can expect to reap a number of 
benefits from SRP, including in-store labor efficiency (i.e., effective shelf replenishment), better 
on-shelf availability (easy handling and display of products), brand enhancement, and increased 
sales (see Figure 1). Consequently, most stores in Europe implement a fairly high level of type of 
packaging. 
Perceived Benefits of SRP Adoption for the Industry("• of ,espondei,rs) 
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Figure 1. Perceived Benefits of SRP Adoption 
1.2 Reason/or Study 
Considering the huge consumption of corrugate by Colgate Palmolive (CP) and the trend by 
European retailers to request more SRP solutions, it is important for CP to master this type of 
packaging. However, implementing SRP can generate costs, reduce the efficiency of finishing 
lines, and sometimes entail the need for investment. 
Currently, each time a customer requests that a CP plant implement SRP, CP does not have the 
data and tools necessary to weigh the impact of the request versus the use of standard Regular 
Slotted Cases (RSC). CP needs to provide its plants with a consistent SRP approach to fulfill 
requests on time with win-win solutions for the company and its customers. 
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The percentages of Colgate Palmolive SKUs currently delivered in special packs in Europe are 
estimated as follows: 
• 30% for Home Care products
• 45% for Personal Care products
• 52% for Oral Care products
Based on CP's $MM 127 global expenditure on corrugate in 2006 (see Figure 2) and the 
estimated expenditure of $MM 130 for 2007, it's clearly strategic for Colgate Palmolive to 
monitor the SRP trend and to anticipate retailers' demands by offering technical solutions that 
are compatible with CP's objectives in terms of margin, cost, investments, and finishing line 
constraints (e.g., fit line speed and facilities). 
• Global: 80 (52 in A!iia)
Top 6 Suppliers by spend in $M M 
Source Colgate Global Procurement: Corrugate Spend 2006 
Figure 2. Corrugate Expenditures in 2006 by Colgate Palmolive 
The Cost Index for SRP use varies from 110 to 180 (it is 100 for a Regular Slotted Case). 
Moreover, SRP requirements and industrial trials are costly for plants to implement in terms of 
time and money. Many specific features must be validated, such as ease-of-opening, 
compatibility with finishing-line equipment, and the ability to withstand load (Box Compression 
Test) and mechanical stress during transportation. 
If Colgate Palmolive wants to maintain leadership in its industry and continue to deliver superior 
quality, customer service, and innovation to the market at a cost advantage, it needs to prepare 
for the future now by defining, sharing, and applying best practices for SRP implementation. 
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1.3 Problem Definition 
Up to the time of the writing of this thesis, each time a retailer has required Colgate Palmolive to 
provide SRP, development has been carried out cooperatively by packaging engineers in its 
plants and local corrugate suppliers. One important objective for the plant is to quickly respond 
to a specific request for a new product launch or a new promotional offer. Unfortunately, CP has 
never spent the time to build an SRP database or to share information learned about SRP among 
the CP plants in Europe. 
The challenge of this thesis project is to address this lack by building an effective data collection 
and compiling best practices for SRP development in the future. The author also intends to 
deliver to CP packaging engineers a set of practical guidelines for developing solutions that both 
meet retailers' requirements and address CP's manufacturing constraints regarding asset 
utilization, finishing line efficiency, cost index, and cost margin. 
1.4 Study Assumptions 
The initial study assumptions for this thesis project were as follows: 
1. Existing literature and a corrugate suppliers' database should provide enough information
to effectively assess SRP performance and to draw up guidelines for SRP development.
2. It's expected that case studies carried out with actual SRP concepts used in the
Compiegne CP plant will deliver additional information to help establish SRP best
practices and effective technical guidelines for supporting packaging engineers in their
daily tasks.
1.5 Study Objective 
The objective of this study was to build an SRP database based on benchmark information 
gathered about the competition and existing SRP concepts currently used by CP plants in 
Europe. 
First, the author planned to experiment with the new SRP Assessment Tool (version 10), 
developed by ECR Europe and released in January 2007. Assessing the percentage of adherence 
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to SRP guidelines of existing CP solutions would provide an opportunity to run and calibrate 
ECR Score Cards and obtain more discriminating results. 
As a second step, SRP case studies were conducted to investigate ways of improving and 
innovating CP's interactions with its three major corrugate suppliers in Europe. These case 
studies were to cover the five existing SRP concepts currently used for CP Home Care products. 
New proposals would provide the basis for the SRP Cards that the author intended to design. 
These cards would compile-in a single data sheet--concept illustrations, technical features, 
investments, benefits, fields of application, and restrictions for each SRP concept. 
Finally, overall knowledge gained from the case studies and suppliers' expertise would result in 
the creation of a practical manufacturing SRP bundle book, containing SRP Cards and Best 
Practice Guidelines for future SRP development. These technical documents would be designed 
to serve as a practical manufacturing tool that packaging engineers in plants could consult to 
quickly support their packaging decisions. 
Results from this research will be shared with the Colgate Palmolive Packaging Community. It is 
hoped that the information will support CP plants in implementing win-win SRP solutions for CP 
and its retailers and also boost its responsiveness and speed to the market. 
1.6 Questions to Be Addressed 
The following questions will be addressed: 
1. What is the available SRP portfolio of CP's corrugate suppliers in Europe?
2. Do these available SRP solutions meet Colgate Palmolive's expectations regarding line
equipment and speed, logistics, and cost?
3. Do SRP Best Practice Guidelines exist at suppliers? If so, will they agree to share their
technical expertise with CP?
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Based on the investigations conducted by the author, it can be asserted that no guideline for SRP
development is currently formalized at corrugate suppliers in Europe. In fact, though scattered 
information about general rules for developing corrugate cases can be collected at suppliers, 
there is no specific and well-defined data collection, and there are no technical guidelines 
available for Shelf-Ready Packaging that exactly meet the application fields for Colgate 
Palmolive. Since SRP is more or Jess a new requirement established by retailers, manufacturers 
and their corrugate suppliers have never compiled and/or formalized their knowledge about SRP 
in easy-to-use documents that support quick development and implementation. 
The most complete and up-to-date database that the author found regarding SRP was the SRP
Blue Book issued by ECR Europe in January 2007. The SRP Blue Book serves as the reference 
source for the author's critical review. A complete version of the book can be accessed at the 
ECR Europe website at http://www.ecrnet.org. The book has been ratified by both retailers and 
manufacturers in Europe, and allows for the establishment of a commonly agreed upon definition 
of SRP. It also provides a means for evaluating, via the Score Card format, the percentage of 
adherence to SRP of the different packaging concepts reviewed. 
2.1 Definition of Shelf-Ready Packaging 
Shelf-Ready Packaging (SRP) refers to a product that comes in a readily merchandised unit 
which is easy to identify, open, shelve, and dispose of, allowing for optimal shelf replenishment 
and enhanced visibility. In other publications, SRP is sometimes referred to RRP (Retail Ready 
Packaging), but these two different names must be considered as synonymous. 
In general, SRP covers all types of packaging which goes to the retail outlet, including 
promotional displays, pallets, trays, crates, etc. However, in the framework of this thesis study, 
SRP will be restricted to corrugated cases used as secondary packages in stores to meet the 
following 5 Functional Requirements: easy identification, easy open, easy shelve, easy dispose, 
easy shop (see Figure 3). 
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Source ECR Europe Blue Book - January 2007 
Figure 3. The 5 Functional Requirements of SRP 
The 5 Functional Requirements were defined by ECR Europe and commonly agreed upon by 
European retailers and manufacturers as follows: 
EASY IDENTIFICATION: 
Ease visual product identification in 
Distribution Center, truck, and store 
• Product type
• Brand
• Variant
• Size
EASY SHELF: 
Covers the need to facilitate good shelf-fill 
• Packaging Stability
• Optimize space
• One-step replenishment
• Ease of handeling
EASY OPEN: 
Robust in supply chain but 
easy to open in-store 
• Quickly
• Neatly
• Without Tool
EASY DISPOSE: 
Contributes to reduce waste and time 
for removal and disposal 
• Easy to collapse
• Reusable/ Recyclable
• Materials easy to separate
• Comply with legislation EU directive 92/64
EASY SHOP: 
Facilitates and promotes shopping 
• Assist identification
• Enhance appearance and brand
• Ease product picking
• Ease product replacement
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2.2 SRP Assessment Tool 
In collaboration with retailers and manufacturers, the SRP Assessment Tool has been designed 
like a score card by ECR Europe to provide a simple and consistent way to evaluate the "SRP­
ness" of a given packaging solution. This SRP Assessment Tool has been developed to meet 
three objectives: 
I. To support the development of SRP solutions. It should be used to evaluate alternative
solutions and designs and aid in the selection of the most suitable.
2. To provide a simple and effective collaboration tool. When used in conjunction by the
retailer and supplier, it should help identify gaps in functionality. More specifically,
individual Functional Requirement scores should highlight the areas with opportunities
for improvement. The tool also should help clarify the relative importance of the
Functional Requirements and should be part of every SRP negotiation.
3. To facilitate management reporting of SRP availability and usage. The tool can be used
to evaluate whether a given product is SRP or not, based on an agreed-upon minimum
score (e.g., 75% overall without any specific functional requirements ranking less than
65%).
An example of the original SRP Assessment Tool is reproduced on the next two pages, and 
includes the Score Card format and the User Guide. 
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ASSESSING IF SAP IS FIT FOR PURPOSE 
Definition: Shelf Ready Packaging (SAP) is any proposal on outer packaging that allows to limit handling of product 
between industrial production and store shelf or end of aisle display. 
Outer packaging is the combination of all components of packaging except for the consumer unit and the pallet. 
Secondary packaging is any packaging that is not part of the consumer unit, but still goes on the shelf (such as trays, perforated cases) 
Tertiary packaging is any packaging that the product is shipped in, but does not go on the shelf (pallets are not tertiary packaging) 
PLEASE COMPLETE FIRST ALL BOXES HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW THAT CONSTITUTES THE WEIGHTING STRUCTURE AND FINALLY THE 
ONES IN ORANGE 
Functional Requirements importance definition 
This gives an opportunity to weight differently each characteristic as it might vary by category 
Please select the number of stars (0 to 5) for each functional requirement 
Weighting automatically adjusts itself and the total will add up to 100% 
Functional Reciuirements 
Easv Identification 
Easv tnen 
Easv Shelf 
Easv Disnnse 
Easv Shon I 
i
PROOUCT DESCRIPTION: 
1 Easy Identification 
1, 1 Is it easy to identify product category? 
Wefnhtill" 
20,0% 
20,0°/o 
20,0% 
20,0% 
20,0% 
100% 
EIEIEIEIEI ... ... 
1,2 Is primary product either visible through the packaging or displayed on the outer package? 
1,3 Is it easy to identify brand? 
1,4 Is it easy to identify variant? 
1,5 Is it easy to identify size? 
1,6 Is brand/size/variant information on at least 2 sides? 
2 Easy Open 
0 2, 1 Requested maximum number of seconds / Consumer Unit to open and place on shelf: 
Number of Consumer Units / Case: 
Does it take less than 14,4 seconds to open and place Case on shelf? 
2,2 Can the outer package be opened without a tool? 
2,3 Does it open neatly and reliably (without damaging the package)? 
2,4 Are the standard guidelines for case orientation and opening used? 
2,5 Is it easy to identify that the secondary packaging s_t1�1:Jld be p_ut on the shelf? 
3 Easy Shelf 
3, 1 Is the product correctly oriented within the secondary packaging? 
3,2 Does SAP solution allows one-step replenishment? 
3,3 Is it easy to stack enabling multi-display options (e.g. end of aisle)? 
3,4 Does the product remain stable during the merchandising / display process? 
3,5 Does secondary packaging allows for storing 2 SAP units on majority of shelves? 
3,6 Does the seconda_ry __ p�_s:kage provide more than one option on number of facings? 
4 Easy Dispose 
4, 1 Is empty secondary packaging easy to collapse / remove and dispose off? 
4,2 Is empty tertiary packaging collapsible or stackable and easy to remove and dispose ott? 
4,3 Is remaining waste reusable or recyclable/biodegradable? 
4,4 Is remaining waste easily separable to different materials? 
4,5 Can packagin-9. t:?:� ����apsed without a tool (e.g knife, scissor, etc)? 
5 Easy Shop 
I 5, 1 Does secondary packaging enhance visibility of product / brand / variety to the shopper? 5,2 Can shopper easily pick up the product? 5,3 Can shopper easily put back an unwanted product after pick up? 5,4 Do the remaining products stay stable as the SAP solution is shopped? 
5,5 Does secondary packaging enhance category image as a whole? 
5,6 Does secondary packaging still look appealing when partially shopped? 
5, 7 Is the product visible once the first consumer units are sold? 
5,8 Is shopper negligible informati_on hidde,:" __ to __ �he shopper? 
100,0°,J 
100,0% 
100,0% 
Regular 
Important 2 
Not applicable D 
°lo Adherence to SAP:� 
omment, 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
Please Indicate the date when this form is filled: 
Please Indicate an SKU code for this product: 
SUPPLY CHAIN CHECKLIST 
�
he Assessment Tool focusses on the Functional Requirements for $RP to allow evaluation and comparison of alternative solutions. However. for a balonced 
ornparlson. and to ensure 'fit for purpose', 11 is Important that the Packaging continues to meet other Supply Chain requirements. Use the checklist below to 
elp ensure other supply chain funct1onahty ,s considered. 
PROTECTION 
MODULARITY 
STACKABILITY 
STABILITY 
COMPLIANCE 
UTILISATION 
IDENTIFICATION 
Prot�ction of the product through the Supply Cham to maintain quality (e.g mechanical, climatic influences) 
- Modularity of the package to optimise available surfaces Ir, transport and storage capacities (e.g. ISOf 
Supports stacking to optimum logistics heights (e.g. Pallet heights) 
Remains stable through the supply chain, including when stacked, through automated and manual processes 
Compliant with limits and leg1slatton (e.g. weight, health & safety, environmental) 
Supports efficient utilisation of assets (e.g., cube utilisation, efficient unit loads, storage, picking) 
Supports Supply Cham ident1f1cat1on following GS1 standards 

3.0 CRITICAL REVIEW 
Reading the ECR Blue Book and practicing with the SRP Assessment Tool helped the author to 
clearly see the gaps that existed between the data provided by ECR's study and Colgate 
Palmolive's perspectives about SRP. 
3.1 Definition of SRP Is Retailer-Oriented 
The SRP study conducted by ECR Europe is mainly trade-oriented. Only the retailer's point of 
view is considered, and the Score Cards have been designed to assess only how a given SRP 
concept meets a retailer's demands. Manufacturers' constraints-such as finishing line facilities, 
line efficiency, cost, and logistics-are not taken into account. 
If the 5 Functional Requirements listed by ECR Europe to evaluate the percentage of adherence 
to SRP are examined, it becomes clear that the ECR Score Cards only assess benefits delivered 
to retailers: easy identification, easy open, easy shelf, easy dispose, easy shop. 
3.2 Equal Weighting Given to All SRP Functional Requirements 
ECR Europe designed the Score Card with equal weighting for all the SRP Functional and Sub­
functional Requirements. This homogenous weighting doesn't significantly enhance the gaps 
that exist between a good SRP solution and a bad one. While the ECR Score Card is a very good 
assessment tool, it needs to be calibrated with balanced weighting to provide more discriminating 
results. 
3.3 No Manufacturing Constraints Considered 
Finally, the ECR study does not provide manufacturers with an effective technical approach for 
designing relevant SRP that ensures minimum impact on manufacturing. Specifically, how does 
SRP design impact the following? 
• Finishing line facilities (box-former, case packer)
• Line speed, productivity, and efficiency
• BCT resistance (risk of pallet collapse)
• Stackability of pallet during storage and transport
• Cost index and manufacturer's margin
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4.0 METHODOLOGY 
To offset the gaps between the data provided by ECR's study and Colgate Palmolive's 
perspectives about SRP, a more technical and manufacturer-oriented study was required. To 
achieve this objective and fulfill CP's expectations for SRP, the author carried out the following 
activities: 
1. Map current SRP solutions used by CP plants in Europe.
2. Benchmark the SRP solutions used by the competition in the European market.
3. Select significant CP finished products covering all the existing SRP concepts used in the
Home Care, Personal Care, and Oral Care categories.
4. Assess the percentage of adherence to SRP of these CP SKU's. The assessment will be
evaluated via the SRP Score Card (version 10), issued by ECR Europe in January 2007.
5. Calibrate the Score Cards (a very new ECR Assessment tool) by customizing the
weighting of the 5 Functional Requirements and all the sub-functions.
6. Issue recommendations for calibrating Score Cards to deliver more discriminating
percentage of adherence to SRP between different concepts.
7. Select three major corrugate suppliers for CP in Europe to be involved in this SRP study,
and challenge them to rethink existing concepts and deliver improvement or innovation:
• Current suppliers: ALLIA- BOX and SCA
• Potential supplier: SMURFIT-KAPPA
8. Identify five existing SRP concepts in the CP Home Care portfolio for use in case studies.
9. Define a common brief and submit case studies to the three selected corrugate suppliers
separately.
10. Get supplier's feedback and analyze rationale, benefits, and relevance of each new SRP
proposal.
11 
11. Set-up SRP Cards; for each concept gather key technical characteristics, investments,
benefits, fields of application, and restrictions to facilitate decision-making when SRP
solutions need to be implemented in CP plants.
12. Issue recommendations for SRP improvement and innovation.
13. Retain one or two concepts among the best proposals to perform industrial validation.
14. Carry out and complete industrial qualification process for immediate implementation in
Compiegne plant.
15. Draw up information, findings, and tips from case studies and industrial trials.
16. Design Best Practice and Technical Guidelines to support plants for SRP developments in
the future.
17. Share results and information through a Global e-Team Room database, including SRP
Cards and Technical Guidelines that use a simple sheet format for easy reference.
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5.0 DATA PROCESSING 
5.1. Mapping of Current SRP Use by CP Europe 
To manage CP's growing SRP portfolio and clearly differentiate all alternative solutions that are 
currently managed in Europe, the author first formalized descriptors for SRP and applied them to 
CP Home Care products. These acronyms, shown in Table 1 below, are now systematically used 
for technical specifications in PGSS. 
Table 1. SRP Descriptors for CP Home Care Products 
SRP Shelf-Ready Packaging 
CRSC Corrugated Regular Slotted Case (basic case) 
CRSC+TT Corrugated Regular Slotted Case + Tear-Tape 
CSDC Corrugated Slotted Die Cut 
CSDC-S Corrugated Slotted Die Cut Stripe 
CSDC-U Corrugated Slotted Die Cut U-Shape 
CSMC Corrugated Separated Multi-pieces Case 
CSPC Corrugated Stackable Precut Case 
CSPC+TT Corrugated Stackable Precut Case + Tear-Tape 
CWAC+DC Corrugated Wrap-Around Case+ Die Cut 
CWAC+TT Corrugated Wrap-Around Case+ Tear-Tape 
T&H Corrugated Tray & Hood 
T&PL Corrugated Tray & Precut Lid 
T&S Corrugated Tray & Shrink Film 
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To map existing SRP concepts used by CP Europe, the author interviewed managers in CP plants 
and gathered the key technical features in a single-sheet format. SRP key features from a 
manufacturing perspective are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Key SRP Features from a Manufacturing Perspective 
Case type SRP full name and Acronym (for T-spec. descriptor) 
Packaging material Corrugated Cardboard Composition and Flute 
Box forming technology Define required technology for on-line box forming 
BCT Index Compare ability to withstand vertical compression vs. standard case 
Cost index Assess cost and impact on the product margin vs. standard case 
Time for case count change over Give a time estimate for changeover on line 
Maximum line speed (cases filling/min) Give a maximum line speed estimate 
Stackable after opening Ability of SRP to be stacked or not on shelf after opening 
% Adherence to SRP "SRP-ness": Result of the SRP Solution Assessment Tool from ECR 
The data collection of CP's SRP portfolio in Europe was also the starting point for the SRP 
Cards that the author designed to formalize and characterize each existing concept. These 
manufacturing-oriented cards were designed to easily share data among members of the CP 
Packaging community. 
Pictures and descriptions of the seven different SRP concepts used in CP plants in Europe in Q2 
2007 appear on the following pages. 
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C,t SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
Corrugated Assembled Tray & Hood 
FEATURES 
Case type Assembled Trav & Hood : Assembled T&H 
Packaaina material Corruqated Cardboard - Trav B Flute & Hood C Flute 
Box formina technoloQy Regular Slotted Case 
BCT Index* 100 to 11 o
Cost index* 180 to 200 
Time for case count chanae over Same as Reqular Slotted Case 
Maximum speed line (cases fillinQ/min) Same as RSC ( -1% to -2 % efficency) 
Stackable after ooenina NO 
% adherence to SRP ** 80%to 94% 
* : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard
** : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe
Die cut pattern 
383 383 -101
Al ij,t 389 197 391----- -�-- -
,-
1 c 
.__i ___ 38_3 __ t__
8 
_,_s9-----l_
!1, , �, V 1L,.,_!J .I 
C = GLUE SPOT (HOT MELT) 
C =COLD GLUE 
CP plant 
Comoieane - France 
Rillieux - France 
Athens - Greece 
Anzio - Italy 
Gebze (Istanbul) - Turkev 
Halinow - Poland 
Brasov - Romania 
Doroa - Hunaarv 
Contract Manufacturer Fiju 
Category Selling country 
Softeners - Clearners - Dish Nordic Countries 
NA NA 
NA NA 
Shampoo & Liquid Hand Soap Western Europe 
NA NA 
NA NA 
NA NA 
NA NA 
Dish Special Edition Nordic 
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C,) SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
Corrugated Slotted Die Cut 
FEATURES 
Case type Corrugated Slotted Die Cut : CSDC 
Packaging material Corrugated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Box forming technology Regular Slotted Case 
BCT Index* 65 to 75 
Cost index* 105 to 110 
Time for case count change ol.€r Same as Reqular Slotted Case 
Maximum speed line (cases filling/min) Same as RSC ( -1% to -3 % efficency) 
Stackable after opening NO 
% adherence to SAP** 80%to 84% 
* : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard
** : according to calibrated Score Cards del.€1oped by ECR Europe
Die cut pattern 
_________________ -:----·- ___ _ --r _ ___ _______ 8� ____ _ _ 
I
V
1
25
. 
' ' ' 
! � ,: ! ' � � . 
30; 288 ; · 257 ;- 290 ; 255 � 
�,;; : : '!� ! 
�
222� 
a/ , "- i
ti."f.> I �,,f'lr I 
-- ""--�- - - _l - -- - ,._ -----�:::_: �- ---1 _ _e-c�l --- /
280 249 
1120 
282 251 -1
125 
CP plant Category Selling country 
Compiegne - France Softeners - Clearners - Dish Germany 
Rillieux - France NA NA 
Athens - Greece Clearners - Dish Germany 
Anzio - Italy NA NA 
Gebze (Istanbul) - Turkey NA NA 
Halinow - Poland NA NA 
Brasov - Romania NA NA 
Dorog - Hungary NA NA 
Contract Manufacturer Linossier Softeners Hearts x 32 France 
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C;t SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
Corrugated Slotted Die Cut U-Shape 
FEATURES 
Case type Corrugated Slotted Die Cut U-Shape : CSDC-U 
Packaging material Corrugated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Box forming technology Regular Slotted Case 
BCT Index* 80 to 90 
Cost index· 105 to 110 
lime for case count change O\€r Same as Regular Slotted Case 
Maximum speed line (cases filling/min) Same as RSC ( -1% to -2 % efficency) 
Stackable after opening NO 
% adherence to SAP•• 79"/oto 84% 
•: 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards de\€loped by ECR Europe
Die cut pattern 
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PERFOS 4X4 
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I 
294 
� 
107 
50 8 
CP plant Cate ory Sellin country 
Compiegne - France Softeners - Clearners - Dish Belgium - Germany 
Rillieux - France NA NA 
Athens - Greece Bleach Gennany 
Anzio - Italy NA NA
Gebze (Istanbul) - Turkey NA NA 
Halinow - Poland NA NA 
Brasov - Romania NA NA 
Dorog - Hungary NA NA 
Contract Manufacturer Linossier - France Bleach tabs France 
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Cjj SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
Corrugated Stackable Precut Case + Tear-Tape 
FEATURES 
Case tvoe Corruaated Stackable Precut Case + TT : CSPC+ TT 
Packaaina material Corruaated Cardboard - Kraft & Test Liner C Flute 
Box Iormina technoloav Reaular Slotted Case 
BCT Index* 80 to 90 
Cost index* 110 to 120 
Time for case count chanae over Same as Reaular Slotted Case 
Maximum soeed line (cases fillina/min) Same as RSC ( -1 % to -2 % efficencv ) 
Stackable after ooenina YES 
% adherence to SRP ** 86%to 96% 
* : 1 00 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard
** : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe
Die cut pattern 
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Halinow - Poland Cleaners - Cream Scourer Denmark 
Brasov - Romania NA NA 
Doroa - Hunaarv NA NA 
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Cj) SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
Corrugated Stackable Precut Case 
FEATURES 
Case type Corrugated Stackable Precut Case : CSPC 
Packaainq material Corruqated Cardboard - Kraft & Test Liner C Flute 
Box forminq technoloqy Regular Slotted Case 
BCT Index* 80 to 90 
Cost index* 105 to 11 O 
Time for case count chanqe over Same as Reqular Slotted Case 
Maximum speed line (cases fillinq/min) Same as RSC ( -1% to -2 % efficency) 
Stackable after ooeninq YES 
% adherence to SRP ** 86%to 96% 
* : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard
*' : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe
Die cut pattern 
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Cj) SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
Corrugated Wrap-Around Case + Tear-Tape 
FEATURES 
Case tvoe Corruciated Wrap-Around Case+ TT: CWA+ TT 
Packaqinq material Corrugated Cardboard - Test Liner B Flute 
Box Iormina technoloav Wrap-Around Case 
BCT Index* 80 to 90 
Cost index* 100 to 105 
Time for case count chanqe over 2 hours 
Maximum speed line (cases fillinq/min) 18 
Stackable after openinq NO 
% adherence to SAP ** 82%to 91% 
* : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard
** : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe
Die cut pattern 
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Gebze (Istanbul) - Turke 
Halinow - Poland 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
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cp SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
Corrugated Separated Multi-pieces Case 
FEATURES 
Case type Corrugated Separated Multi-pieces Case : CSMC 
Packaging material Corruqated Cardboard - Test Liner B/C Flute 
Box forming technology Wrap-Around Case 
BCT Index• 120 to 130 
Cost index• 135 to 145 
Time for case count change over Non Applicable (no change over) 
Maximum speed line (cases filling/min) 1 
Stackable after opening NO 
% adherence to SAP •• 90% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by EGA Europe 
Die cut pattern 
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CP plant 
Compiegne - France 
Aillieux - France 
Athens - Greece 
Anzio - Italy 
Gebze (Istanbul) - Turkey 
Halinow - Poland 
Brasov- Romania 
Dorog - Hungary 
•ECIWIGE CONCE· ···-··-=mso NAVUIPAK 
Category 
LHS Pouches Refill 
Bleach doses 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
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JAVU -·-
AS-PF 967601 
Selling country 
France - Greece 
Belgium 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
5.2 Benchmark of SRP Used by the Competition in the European Market 
Table 3. Mapping of Existing SRP Concepts for Cleaners, Fabric Softeners and Detergents in the 
European Market 
P&G 
Henkel 
Unilever 
Reckitt 
Benckiser 
Bolton 
Solitaire S.A. 
Main SRP 
functionality 
Box Forming 
Technolo 
CSPC 
Smurfit-Kappa 
V-Case
ACE 2,5L 3x2 
(Fabric Detergent) 
!ti=a 
Easy opening 
- Good product
1dentificat1on
Same as RSC 
Corner Tra 
Smurfit-Kappa 
Corner Tray 
ACE/ Ariel / Fairy 2,5L 3x2 
(Fabric Detergent) 
I· -, 
- Easy Shelf
Easy Shop 
Full pallet in end of aisle 
- Good product'identification 
Require specific machine 
CSDC 
Smurfit-Kappa 
Prima Case 
Mr Proper Spray 
500ml 2x5 
(Cleaner) 
SCA 
CSDC 
Persil / Verne! 
750ml 2x7 
Smurfit-Kappa 
Prima Case 
Cillit Bang Spray 
750ml 2x6 
(Cleaner) . 
Smurfit-Kappa 
Prima Case 
Carolin Spray 
500ml 2x6 
(Cleaner2 
�:-.,,ir;NR -�/' _ "f-l� ,f \1 • , "J 
�f';J \ �v i.d w.!!!I'
11at......J" .. _.,, -�  
- Easy opening
Easy Shop 
Good product
identification
Offset pnntln 
Same as RSC 
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Basket+ Lid 
SCA 
Basket+ Lid 
Spee I ,SL I x4 
(Detergent) 
Easy openi11g 
Easy Shop 
Good product 
1dent1f1cat1on 
Require specific 
machine 
Trav & Hood 
Smurfit-Kappa T&H 
Lenor IL 2x6 
(Fabric Softener) 
Viakal Spray 500ml 2x5 
(Cleaner) 
Smurfit-Kappa 
T&H 
Sun Spray 500 ml 2x6 
(Cleaner) 
- Easy opening
Easy Shop 
Automatic flaps possible 
Same as RSC 
Based on data from corrugate suppliers and the author's personal investigations in stores, Table 3 
presents a more complete benchmark of SRP concepts used by the competition. Based on this 
benchmark, the following statements can be made about the SRP solutions used by the 
competition: 
1. The preponderant SRP solutions used by the competition are designed on the principle of
Regular Slotted Case with precut. They are more or Jess sophisticated declinations of the
CSDC and CSPC concepts that have been implemented at Colgate Palmolive.
2. The second SRP family used in the European market is the Tray & Hood concept. In
general, if this concept achieves high satisfaction levels regarding SRP Functional
Requirements (good percentage of adherence to SRP), Colgate Palmolive plants in
Europe can strive to replace this very expensive concept (190 Cost Index) with more
cost-effective alternatives, delivering the highest "SRP-ness" as possible.
5.3. SRP Assessment of CP Solutions & ECR Score Cards Calibration 
To create an overall view of the adherence to SRP delivered by CP's products sold in the 
European market, 19 relevant finished goods were selected from CP's Home Care, Personal Care 
and Oral Care product categories. Table 4 provides a complete list of the CP products whose 
adherence to SRP was assessed. 
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Table 4. Colgate Palmolive Products to be Assessed for Adherence to SRP 
Tahiti Shower Gel 300 ml 1x12 
Compiegne plant (France) 
Palmolive LHS 300 ml 1x12 
Anzio plant (Italy) 
PO LHS Kids LHS 300 ml 1x6 
Anzio plant (Italy) 
Dental Cream Pump Dispenser 
100ml 1x12 
Salford plant (UK) 
Colgate Toothbrush Smiles 
1x12 
China 
Colgate Stand-Up Toothpaste 
Tube 75 ml 1x12 
Salford plant (UK) 
Colgate Pla x Mouthrinse 500 ml 
1x6 
Salford plant (UK) 
T&S 
T&S 
T&H 
T&S 
CRSC+ 
Tray 
T&H 
CSDC-S 
224431 
209051 
238707 
223793 
228804 
234855 
237092 
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Colgate Toothpaste 2in1 100 ml 
1x12 
Salford plant (UK) 
Colgate Toothbrush Motion 1 x6 
China 
Colgate Toothpaste Tube 75 ml 
Europack 1x12 
Salford plant (UK) 
Colgate Plax Mouthrinse 250 ml 
1x12 
Salford plant (UK) 
Ajax BOC 1250 ml Nordic 1 x9 
Compiegne 
Ajax Spray WC Rain 750 ml 
1x12 
Compiegne plant (France) 
Fabric Softener Soupline 3L 
1x4 
Compiegne plant (France) 
T & PL 
CRSC 
CWAC+ 
DC 
CRSC + TT 
CSPC 
CSPC 
T&H 
236694 
217179 
239535 
236546 
FDK3706 
238559 
221228 
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Fabric Softener Soupline 3L 
1x6 
Compiegne plant (France) 
Fabric Softener Softlan Mupet 
750 ml 1x12 
Compiegne plant (France)) 
Fabric Softener Softlan Aroma 
750 ml 1x8 
Compiegne plant (France) 
Paic LDL 750 ml 1x16 
Compiegne plant (France) 
Palmolive LDL 750 ml 1x14 
Compiegne plant (France) 
CRSC 217831 
CSDC 214141 
T&H 233562 
CRSC 212260 
CSDC-U 207408 
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5.3.1. Score Cards for CP Products-Standard Weightings 
As a first step, the adherence to SRP of the 19 selected CP products was assessed using the Score 
Card and standard weighting as defined by ECR Europe. 
• Weighting for each of the 5 Functional Requirements is assigned at 20%:
Functional Rec1uirements Wei{lhthH1 Stars *
Easv Identification 20,0% 5 • 
Easy Open 20,0% 5 • 
Easy Shelf 20,0% 5 * 
Easv Dispose 20,0% 5 • 
Easy Shop 20,0% 5 • 
100% 
• Weighting of all the Sub-functional Requirements is fixed at
Below are the "SRP-ness" results for CP's products: 
Assessed Colgate's SRP SRPType 
Tahiti Shower Gel 300 ml 1x12 - Compiegne T&S 
Palmolive LHS 300 ml 1x12 - Anzio T&S 
PO LHS Kids LHS 300 ml 1 x6 - Anzio T&H 
Dental Cream Pump Dispenser 100 ml 1x12 - Salford T&S 
Colgate Toothbrush Smiles 1x12 - China CRSC + Tray 
Colgate Stand-Up Toothpaste Tube 75 ml 1x12 - Salford T&H 
Colgate Plax Mouth rinse 500 ml 1 x6 - Salford CSDC-S 
Colgate Toothpaste 2in1 100 ml 1x12 - Salford T & PL 
Colgate Toothbrush Motion 1x6 - China CRSC 
Colgate Toothpaste Tube 75 ml Europack 1x12 - Salford CWAC + DC 
Colgate Plax Mouth rinse 250 ml 1x12 - Salford CRSC +TT 
Ajax BOC 1250 ml Nordic 1 x9 - Compiegne CSPC 
Ajax Spray WC Rain 750 ml 1x12 - Compiegne CSPC 
Fabric Softener Soupline 3L 1 x4 - Compiegne T&H 
Fabric Softener Soupline 3L 1 x6 - Compiegne CRSC 
Fabric Softener Softlan Mu pet 750 ml 1x12 - Compiegne CSDC 
Fabric Softener Softlan Aroma 750 ml 1 x8 - Compiegne T&H 
Paic LDL 750 ml 1x16 - Compiegne CRSC 
Palmolive LDL 750 ml 1x14 - Compiegne CSDC-U 
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* * * * • * * • • i' • • • * • • • • • • • • • • 
�ular 
SKU 
224431 
209051 
238707 
223793 
228804 
234855 
237092 
236694 
217179 
239535 
236546 
FDK3706 
238559 
221228 
217831 
214141 
233562 
212260 
207408 
%of 
Adherence 
to SRP 
83% 
71% 
80% 
83% 
92% 
93% 
97% 
83% 
73% 
100% 
91% 
86% 
94% 
84% 
82% 
80% 
81% 
82% 
80% 
Using the standard calibration of the ECR score card showed that the percentages of adherence 
to SRP were not very discriminating: 
• The percentages varied in a narrow range, from 71 % to 100%.
• American shippers (CRSC) obtained 82 % of adherence to SRP, up to the required 75%
which is defined in ECR Blue Book as the lower acceptable limit. This also meant that
Regular Slotted Case was a good SRP response, whereas this kind of basic shipper cannot
be considered as an actual SRP.
It was quite obvious that the lack of accuracy of the scores resulted from the same weighting in 
the standard score card. While this very new ECR tool is a good approach for SRP evaluation, it 
needed to be calibrated with pondered weighting for each functional and sub-functional 
requirement. 
An appropriate calibration was necessary to obtain an effective comparison tool that would better 
enhance the identification of gaps in "SRP-ness" between different current SRP concepts, new 
concepts, and improved options. 
To achieve the objective of obtaining a more discriminating SRP Assessment Tool, the author 
redefined the weightings of the ECR score card and also considered five different calibration 
alternatives. The adherence to SRP of the 19 CP products was reassessed using the ECR 
Assessment Tool and pondered weighting according to these different alternatives. The 
designation of "Regular" or "Important" weighting was the same for all five alternative 
calibrations under consideration. Results for each alternative are presented on the following 
pages. 
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5.3.2. Score Cards for CP Products-Calibration # 1 
• Weighting for each of the 5 Functional Requirements is assigned as follows:
IWeic1htin<1 Stars * * * *'*
18,2% 4 • "' .. •
22,7% 5 • • • ., .
22,7% 5 • , • .•. ·*I*
13,6% 3 
22,7% 5 • •J.•t•t•
100% 
• Weighting of the Sub-functional Requirements is fixed at:
!Regular I or �ortant 
Below is a detailed customization of the Sub-functional weighting allocation: 
1 
1,1 
1,2 
1,3 
1!4 variant? 
1,5 Is it easy to identify size? 
1,6 Is brand/size/variant information on at least 2 sides? 
2 Easv Open 
2,1 Requested maximum number of seconds / Consumer Unit to open and place on shelf: 
Number of Consumer Units / Case: 
2,2 
2,3 
2,4 
2,5 Is it eas 
3 --
3,1 
3,2 
3,3 
3,4 
3,5 
�6 
--
--
4,2 
4,3 
4,4 
4,5 
oriented within the seconda 
Does SRP solution allow one-step replenishment? 
Is it easy to stack, enabling multi-display options (e.g. end of aisle)? 
Does the product remain stable during the merchandising / display process? 
Does secondary packaging allows for storing 2 SRP units on majority of shelves? 
Does the secondary packaqe provide more than one option on a number of facinqs? 
to remove and dispose off? 
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5 --
5,1 
5,2 er easil ick u the reduct? 
5,3 Can sho��er easil:t �ut back an unwanted �reduct after �ick u�? 
5,4 Do the remaininq products stay stable as the SRP solution is shopped? 
5,5 
5,6 Does secondary packaqinq still look appealinq when partially shopped? 
5,7 
to the sho er? Im 
Im 
Im 
5,8 Is shopper neqliqible information hidden to the shopper? I Reqular 
Below are the "SRP-ness" results for CP's products when assessed according to the Score Cards 
for Calibration #1:
Palmolive LHS 300 ml 1x12 - Anzio T&S 209051 70% 
PO LHS Kids LHS 300 ml 1 x6 - Anzio T&H 238707 86% 
Dental Cream Pump Dispenser 100 ml 1x12 - Salford T&S 223793 77% 
Colqate Toothbrush Smiles 1x12 - China CRSC + Trav 228804 94% 
ate Stand-Up Toothpaste Tube 75 ml 1x12 - Salford T&H 234855 92% 
CSDC-S 237092 97% 
T & PL 236694 85% 
CRSC 217179 76% 
CWAC + DC 239535 100% 
CRSC +TT 236546 94% 
CSPC FDK3706 86% 
CSPC 238559 96% 
T&H 221228 83% 
CRSC 217831 78% 
ne CSDC 214141 80% 
Fabric Softener Softlan Aroma 750 ml 1 x8 - Com T&H 233562 79% 
Paic LDL 750 ml 1x16 - Compieqne CRSC 212260 78% 
CSDC-U 207408 80% 
SCORE LOWER THAN INITIAL 
SCORE HIGHER THAN INITIAL 
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5.3.3. Score Cards for CP Products-Calibration # 2 
• Weighting for each of the 5 Functional Requirements is assigned as follows:
Functional Re(luirements Wei(lhtina Stars 
Easv Identification 23,8% 5 
Easy Open 23,8% 5 
Easy Shelf 23,8% 5 
Easv Dispose 9,5% 2 
Easy Shop 19,0% 4 
100% 
• Weighting of the Sub-functional Requirements is fixed at:
!Regular I 
* * • • 
j· 
·1t-'. 
t] '\t:
t: ;'It)
�t *'.
or 
* * *
•• • • 
·t if, _ , ..-• •• ·-
• , .. 
I Important 
Below are the "SRP-ness" results for CP's products when assessed according to the Score Cards 
for Calibration #2:
Palmolive LHS 300 ml 1x12 - Anzio T&S 209051 
PO LHS Kids LHS 300 ml 1 x6 - Anzio T&H 238707 88% 
Dental Cream Pump Dispenser 100 ml 1x12 - Salford T&S 223793 76% 
Colqate Toothbrush Smiles 1x12 - China CRSC + Trav 228804 94% 
Colqate Stand-Up Toothpaste Tube 75 ml 1x12 - Salford T&H 234855 91% 
Colqate Plax Mouth rinse 500 ml 1 x6 - Salford CSDC-S 237092 97% 
T & PL 236694 81% 
CRSC 217179 78% 
CWAC + DC 239535 100% 
CRSC +TT 236546 93% 
CSPC FDK3706 83% 
CSPC 238559 96% 
T&H 221228 82% 
CRSC 217831 76% 
ne CSDC 214141 80% 
Fabric Softener Softlan Aroma 750 ml 1 x8 - Compieqne T&H 233562 77% 
Paic LDL 750 ml 1x16 - Compieqne CRSC 212260 76% 
CSDC-U 207408 80% 
SCORE LOWER THAN INITIAL 
SCORE HIGHER THAN INITIAL 
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5.3.4. Score Cards of CP Products-Calibration # 3 
• Weighting for each of the 5 Functional Requirements is assigned as follows:
Functional Rec1uirements We i<1 hti nc1 Stars 
Easy Identification 21,1 % 4 
Easy Open 26,3% 5 
Easy Shelf 21,1 % 4 
Easy Dispose 10,5% 2 
Easy Shop 21,1 % 4 
100% 
• Weighting of the Sub-functional Requirements is fixed at:
I Regular 
* * * * * • * • *:• • • '* • •• • • • 
* •·• • ·* •
or I Important 
Below are the "SRP-ness" results for CP's products when assessed according to the Score Cards 
for Calibration #3:
Palmolive LHS 300 ml 1x12 - Anzio T&S 209051 67% 
PO LHS Kids LHS 300 ml 1 x6 - Anzio T&H 238707 88% 
Dental Cream Pump Dispenser 100 ml 1x12 - Salford T&S 223793 76% 
Colqate Toothbrush Smiles 1x12 - China CRSC + Tray 228804 94% 
T&H 234855 91% 
CSDC-S 237092 98% 
T & PL 236694 84% 
CRSC 217179 76% 
CWAC + DC 239535 100% 
CRSC +TT 236546 94% 
CSPC FDK3706 84% 
CSPC 238559 96% 
T&H 221228 82% 
CRSC 217831 76% 
ne I CSDC 214141 79% 
T&H 233562 77% 
Paic LDL 750 ml 1x16 - Compiegne CRSC 212260 76% 
Palmolive LDL 750 ml 1x14 - Compieqne I CSDC-U 207408 79% 
SCORE LOWERTHAN INITIAC 
SCORE HIGHER THAN INITIAL 
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5.3.5. Score Cards of CP Products-Calibration # 4 
• Weighting for each of the 5 Functional Requirements is assigned as follows:
Functional Rem1irements Weh1hti1H1 Stars 
Easy ldentificatio n 23,8% 5 
Easy Open 23,8% 5 
Easy Shelf 14,3% 3 
Easv Dispose 14,3% 3 
Easy Shop 23,8% 5 
100% 
• Weighting of the Sub-functional Requirements is fixed at:
!Regular
* 
* ., ., • • 
or 
* * * * • * • *'.'. .. . ; •• *· '"'. ·'*: 
fJ ,. • • •• *
!Important
Below are the "SRP-ness" results for CP's products when assessed according to the Score Cards 
for Calibration #4:
Palmolive LHS 300 ml 1x12 - Anzio 209051 
PO LHS Kids LHS 300 ml 1 x6 - Anzio T&H 238707 88% 
Dental Cream Pump Dispenser 100 ml 1x12 - Salford T&S 223793 80% 
Colqate Toothbrush Smiles 1x12 - China CRSC + Tray 228804 95% 
Colqate Stand-Up Toothpaste Tube 75 ml 1x12 - Salford T&H 234855 92% 
CSDC-S 237092 98% 
T & PL 236694 83% 
CRSC 217179 76% 
CWAC + DC 239535 100% 
CRSC +TT 236546 94% 
CSPC FDK3706 85% 
CSPC 238559 96% 
T&H 221228 84% 
CRSC 217831 79% 
ne CSDC 214141 81% 
Fabric Softener Softlan Aroma 750 ml 1 x8 - Com T&H 233562 78% 
Paic LDL 750 ml 1x16 - Compieqne CRSC 212260 79% 
CSDC-U 207408 81% 
SCORE LOWER THAN INITIAL 
SCORE HIGHER THAN INITIAL 
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5.3.6. Score Cards of CP Products-Calibration # 5 
• Weighting for each the 5 Functional Requirements is assigned as follows at:
Functional Re<1uirements 
Easv ldentificatio n 
Open 
Shelf 
Wei<1htinq I Sta rs 
23,8%1 5 
23,8%1 5 
19,0%1 4 
14,3%1 3 
19 ,0 % I 4 I • I • I • l *
1 00% 
• Weighting of the Sub-functional Requirements is fixed at:
�ular or !Important
Below are the "SRP-ness" results for CP's products when assessed according to the Score Cards 
for Calibration #5:
Palmolive LHS 300 ml 1x12 - Anzio T&S 209051 
PO LHS Kids LHS 300 ml 1 x6 - Anzio T&H 238707 87% 
Dental Cream Pump Dispenser 100 ml 1x12 - Salford T&S 223793 78% 
Colqate Toothbrush Smiles 1x12 - China CRSC + Tray 228804 95% 
ate Stand-Up Toothpaste Tube 75 ml 1x12 - Salford T&H 234855 92% 
CSDC-S 237092 98% 
T & PL 236694 82% 
CRSC 217179 76% 
CWAC+ DC 239535 100% 
CRSC +TT 236546 94% 
CSPC FDK3706 84% 
CSPC 238559 96% 
T&H 221228 83% 
CRSC 217831 77% 
ne CSDC 214141 81% 
Fabric Softener Softlan Aroma 750 ml 1 x8 - Com T&H 233562 78% 
Paic LDL 750 ml 1x16 - Compieqne CRSC 212260 77% 
CSDC-U 207408 81% 
SCORE LOWER THAN INITIAL 
SCORE HIGHER THAN INITIAL 
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5.3.7. ECR Score Card Calibration-Analysis & Recommendation 
Table 5 provides a summary and comparison of the initial percentages of adherence to SRP to 
the scores resulting from the 5 different calibrations: 
Table 5. Comparison of Percent of Adherence to SRP 
Assessed Colgate's 
SRP 
Tahiti Shower Gel 
300ml 1x12 
Palmolive LHS 300ml 
1 x12 
PO LHS Kids LHS 
300ml 1x6 
Dental Cream Pump 
Dispenser 100ml 1x12 
Colgate Toothbrush 
Smiles 1x12 
Colgate Stand-Up 
Toothpaste Tube 75ml 
1x12 
Colgate Plax 
Mouth rinse 500ml 1 x6 
Colgate Toothpaste 
2in1 100ml 1x12 
Colgate Toothbrush 
Motion 1x6 
Colgate Toothpaste 
Tube 75ml Europack 
1x12 
Colgate Plax 
Mouthrinse 250ml 
1x12 
Ajax BOC 1250ml 
Nordic 1x9 
Ajax Spray WC Rain 
750ml 1x12 
Fabric Softener 
Soupline 3L 1 x4 
Fabric Softener 
Soupline 3L 1 x6 
Fabric Softener 
Softlan Mupet 750ml 
1x12 
Fabric Softener 
Softlan Aroma 750ml 
1x8 
Paic LDL 750 ml 1x16 
Palmolive LDL 750ml 
1 x14 
SRP 
Type I SKU
--
T&S 224431 
T&S 209051 
T&H 238707 
T&S 223793 
CRSC 228804 +Tr�
T&H 234855 
CSDC- 237092 s 
T & PL 236694 
CRSC 217179 
CWAC 239535 + DC
-
CRSC 
I 236546+TI
�-
CSPC FDK3706 
CSPC 238559 
T&H 221228 
CRSC 217831 
CSDC 214141 
T&H 233562 
CRSC 212260 
CSDC- 207408 u 
Scores <or= to 80% 
Initial% of 
Adherence 
to SRP 
83% 
71% 
80% 
83% 
92% 
93% 
97% 
83% 
73% 
100% 
91% 
86% 
94% 
84% 
82% 
80% 
81% 
82% 
80% 
5 
80% 
70% 
86% 
77% 
94% 
92% 
97% 
85% 
76% 
100% 
94% 
86% 
96% 
83% 
78% 
80% 
79% 
78% 
80% 
9 
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78% 78% 80% 
66% 67% 68% 
88% 88% 88% 
76% 76% 80% 
94% 94% 95% 
91% 91% 92% 
97% 98% 98% 
81% 84% 83% 
78% 76% 76% 
100% 100% 100% 
93% 94% 94% 
83% 84% 85% 
96% 96% 96% 
82% 82% 84% 
76% 76% 79% 
80% 79% 81% 
77% 77% 78% 
76% 76% 79% 
80% 79% 81% 
9 9 7 
SCORE LOWER THAN INITIAL 
SCORE HIGHER THAN INITIAL 
79% 
67% 
87% 
78% 
95% 
92% 
98% 
82% 
76% 
100% 
94% 
84% 
96% 
83% 
77% 
81% 
78% 
77% 
81% 
7 
Based on this analysis, the author recommended the use of Calibration #1 to set up a more 
discriminating assessment tool. This calibration delivers the following advantages: 
• Offers a good balance among the 5 SRP Functional Requirements.
• Raises the percentage of adherence to SRP of the more efficient solutions.
• Lowers the percentage of adherence to SRP of the less efficient solutions.
• Enhances the benefits of SRP improvements when manufacturers and suppliers make the
effort to provide more Easy Identification and Easy Opening.
Despite this, it must be admitted that Calibration #1 has some limitations since the scores were 
not as discriminating as hoped. This is due to the SRP key-features, which still remain diluted 
among too many sub-functions not always specific to SRP (e.g., Easy Dispose). 
Calibration #1 was also the best compromise that the author could propose to manufacturers 
(Colgate Palmolive plants) for internal assessments. It offers the most accurate version of the 
ECR Assessment Tool by providing a larger range of percentages, without wandering too much 
from the scores that might be assessed by retailers using the standard weightings. 
In conclusion, the following were the author's calibration process recommendations to make the 
ECR Assessment Tool more efficient: 
• Apply the pondered weightings in SRP Score Cards according to Calibration #1.
• Assign 80% as the lower limit of adherence to SRP for considering that a concept meets
SRP functional requirements (versus 75% as currently recommended by ECR).
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5.4. SRP Case Studies 
SRP case studies were conducted in collaboration with three major corrugate suppliers in 
Europe: ALLARD and SCA, who are two current European CP suppliers, and SMURFIT­
KAPPA, a potential supplier involved in the 2007 Purchasing tender. 
The CP plant selected to support this SRP initiative was the Home Care oriented plant in 
Compiegne (France). In Western Europe, it is clearly the plant that manages the greatest SRP 
portfolio in terms of volume, value, and complexity. 
The set up for the case studies was simple. Five significant SRPs used by CP's plant in 
Compiegne were identified. Then, challenge briefs (shown on the following pages) were created 
for each SRP and submitted to the three selected suppliers. Common challenges faced by the 
suppliers' were the need to 
• Rethink CP's existing SRP concepts
• Address the requirements in the briefs as much as possible
• Deliver improvements and/or innovative ideas for optimizing adherence to SRP
The case studies were also supposed to generate actual opportunities for Colgate Palmolive to 
• Boost suppliers' creativity in terms of SRP usage
• Develop and validate innovative concepts to anticipate retailer's SRP requirements
• Identify the advantages and drawbacks of each new SRP proposals
• Build up and formalize a complete technical database in SRP cards form
• Establish Best Practice and Technical Guidelines to speed up SRP implementation in CP
plants.
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5.4.1. Challenge Brief for Case Study #1 
Estimate annual volume: 
Case type: 
Corrugated cardboard: 
Existing die-cut pattern: 
Case Study #1 
CSDC Ajax Spray 500 ml 2x5 
50.000 units/year 
Corrugated Slotted Die Cut 
Brown Test Liner - C Flute 
�• - :,� /T ----- --:: -- - -- -r- - ----��-- - _ 
,-:- - ----,:-_ _-- _--_ _- _--..,.,'�,
' ' '� IN 
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I 
II 11 II 1125 
280 249 282 2s1 :I 
.• 1120-------------------· 
Challenge brief: 
• Make proposals with new design, die-cut and basket + lid
• Consider new SRP concepts with & without machine investments
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5.4.2. Challenge Brief for Case Study #2 
Estimate annual volume: 
Case type: 
Corrugated cardboard: 
Existing die-cut pattern: 
32 
Case Study #2 
CSPC Ajax APC 1250 ml 3x3 
630.000 units/year 
Corrugated Stackable Precut Case 
White Kraft and Brown Test Liner - C Flute 
1186 
:1 � 
I 
I 
I 
-i 
I 
I 
I 
52 
[�-� 
· .. _ .. · · .. _ .
149.5 1 
IE 289 
I 269 I 
I 
I 
f-,.----49.5 
I 
I 
I 
I cb 
94 - --·1
321 
cb I l --- PERFOS 27X6 -1--- l
60 I I l I--i--i-+---- ----�
', 60 // 
I 
I 
60 
I --T-- 41. I I------------ ,--i 
____ r- ___ .,,... ' 
PERFOS 17X5 
Challenge brief: 
• Fine tune existing concept used for Nordic countries
• Consider new SRP concepts without machine investment
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94 
509 
5.4.3. Challenge Brief for Case Study #3 
Case Study #3 
CSPC Ajax APC 750 ml 2x5 
Estimate annual volume: 550.000 units/year 
Case type: Corrugated Stackable Precut Case 
Corrugated cardboard: White Kraft and Brown Test Liner - C Flute 
Existing die-cut pattern: 
35 193 296 
1013 
195� 294 :1 
__ l __ _ 
42 : r11··-··· �30 
I I I I
30� � 1
1 
: I_ --· _2_18 __ , "ff8F0
S 27X6 
--- c= ___ ! k'
35
�j __ c=_ -
1�5 ) --T
ERF0S'17X5 
Challenge brief: 
96 
290 482 
96 
• Make innovative proposals in order to see at least one complete Consumer Unit
• Consider new SRP concepts without machine investment
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5.4.4. Challenge Brief for Case Study #4 
Case Study #4 
CSDC Softlan Mupet 750 ml 2x6 
Estimate annual volume: 4.400.000 units/year 
Corrugated Slotted Die Cut 
Brown Test Liner - C Flute 
Case type: 
Corrugated cardboard: 
Existing die-cut pattern: 
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Challenge brief: 
• Make more relevant proposals by reworking die-cut, design, paper composition
• Propose an alternative with white cover
• Consider new SRP concepts with & without machine investments
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5.4.5. Challenge Brief for Case Study #5 
Case Study #5 
Assembled T&H Softlan 750 ml 2x6 
Estimate annual volume: 
Case type: 
Corrugated cardboard: 
Existing die-cut pattern: 
59.000 units/year 
Assembled Tray & Hood 
White (tray) & Brown (hood) Test Liner - C Flute 
"" 
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Challenge brief: 
• Make more relevant proposals by reworking die-cut and design
• Consider new SRP concepts without machine investment
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S.S. SRP Cards and Case Studies Results 
5.5.1 SRP Card Design 
The SRP Card is designed to function as a practical manufacturing tool to help packaging 
engineers in CP plants easily make technical comparisons among different SRP alternatives prior 
to making choices. In a single data sheet, the card presents an illustration of the concept, as well 
as the main technical characteristics of the option, investments required, benefits that may result, 
fields of application, and restrictions. 
For each concept, the SRP card includes the following key-criteria for manufacturers: 
• Case type: SRP full name and Acronym (for T-spec. descriptor)
• Packaging material: Corrugated cardboard composition and flute
• Box forming technology: Regular slotted case, wrap around, matrix, manual, etc.
• Cost index: Defined as cost ratio versus the corresponding RSC
• BCT index: Defined as top load resistance ratio versus the corresponding RSC
• Time for case count change over: Direct impact on the asset utilization of lines
• Maximum line speed (case filling/min): Direct impact on the line's performance
• Stackability: Functional requirement for specific market (e.g., Nordic countries)
• Percent of adherence to SRP: "SRP-ness" for retailers (ECR score cards calibration #1)*
In addition, SRP cards can include benefits, drawbacks, tips, findings, and potential investments 
on CP finishing lines, as identified in the framework of case studies and industrial validation 
process. 
•Tobe consistent and ease SRP comparisons between existing concepts and new supplier's proposals, the
percentage of adherence to SRP will always be calculated using the ECR Assessment Tool with calibration #I as
described earlier in this paper.
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5.5.2 Case Studies Results 
To summarize in a user-friendly format the large amount of data stemming from the case studies, 
the new SRP proposals from ALLARD, SCA, and SMURFIT-KAPPA have been compiled into 
overall analysis cards. Included on the cards are IO points of comparison, including 5 important 
technical features for manufacturers and the 5 SRP Functional Requirements for retailers (in 
yellow-marked cells). For additional user-friendliness, performance comparisons are represented 
with "smiley faces," ranging from 1 to 3 as illustrated below. 
Q: low performance
Q Q : moderate performance 
Q Q Q : high performance 
Each time a new SRP concept surpasses the performances delivered by a current SRP used by 
Colgate plants, the "smiley faces" and cost index are shown in red on the overall analysis card. 
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5.5.2.1 ALLARD's New Technical Proposals 
Case Study #1-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #1 
Ci) SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW ALLARD TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Precut Wrap Around 
FEATURES 
Case tvoe Wrao Around Case 
Packaaina material Corruaated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Box Iormina technoloav Wrao Formed 
BCT Index* 70 
Cost index• 88 
Time for case count chanae over Around 30 minutes 
Maximum saeed line /cases fillina/minl 25-30 cases/min 
Stackable after ooenina NO 
% adherence to SRP ** 97% 
* : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
** : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe 
Die cut pattern 
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• Easier and cleaner opening • Time for change over : 30 min 
• Corrugate surface saving : -13% • Robot case packer to be replaced on line 
• Running speed : 30 cases/min maxi • Investments : 220 to 240 k€ 
• BCT similar to current CSDC 
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Case Study #1-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #2 
C;t SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW ALLARD TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Separated Tray & Hood 
� -�: :._:._;, 
FEATURES 
Case tvoe Seoarated Trav & Hood : Seoarated T&H 
Packaaina material Corruaated Cardboard - Trav B Flute & Hood C Flute 
Box Iormina technoloav Matrix mounted 
BCT Index* 105 
Cost index• 127 
Time for case count chanae over Around 30 minutes 
Maximum soeed line (cases fillina/minl 25-30 cases/min 
Stackable after ooenina NO 
% adherence to SRP •• 94% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe 
Die cut pattern 
.. �,,,
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+ 
• Easier and cleaner opening 
• Better product visibility 
• Possibility to use a multi-purpose 
case packer for RSC and T&H
• BCT slightly inceased versus current CSDC : +35%
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Q 
• 2 references to be managed on line versus one
• Running speed : maxi 25 cases/min
• Investments : 250 k€
for Cermex multi-purpose machine F550
Case Study #1-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #3 
Ci) SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW ALLARD TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Reworked CSDC Concept 
.(
;'
�� 
�-? 
Precut alignment with 
flaps for easier opening 
/ .......,_ 
Easier opening 
_{.-/
) Zip fastener precut /' 
·Total frontal cutting V 
FEATURES 
Case tvoe Corruaated Slotted Die Cut : CSDC 
Packaaina material Corruaated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Box formina technoloav Reaular Slotted Case 
BCT Index• 60 
Cost index• 106 
Time for case count chanoe over Same as Reaular Slotted Case 
Maximum soeed line (cases fillina/min\ Same as Reaular Slotted Case 
Stackable after ooenina NO 
% adherence to SRP •• 92% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe
Die cut pattern 
255 290 
30 
....z __ ,g 
121-
257 
20 
• 
i 
:· = ��·
220 470 
125 l�2•1- J;, ---- '-----249 
1120 
Precut for easy dispose off 
+ 
• Easier & faster opening: front to back
• Clean opening : frontal cutting + zip
• Easy to dispose off (additional precut)
• Cost similar to current CSDC
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Precut for easy d,soose off 
G 
• Product visibility reduced on top (last row hidden) 
• Loss of BCT versus current CSDC : -10% 
due to the total frontal cutting
Case Study #1-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #4 
c;, SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW ALLARD TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Reworked CSDC With Reversed Curve 
Case type 
Packaaina material 
Box Iormina technoloav 
BCT Index* 
Cost index* 
Time for case count chanoe over 
,,,. �1 ... 
\�t 
Precut alignment with 
flaps for easier opening 
Easier opening: 
�
/ / 
Zip fastener precut J' 
Frontal handle / / V 
FEATURES 
Reversed curve for 
more product visibility 
Corruqated Slotted Die Cut : CSDC 
Corruqated Cardboard· Test Liner C Flute 
Reqular Slotted Case 
64 
106 
Same as Reqular Slotted Case 
Maximum speed line (cases fillino/min) Same as Reqular Slotted Case 
Stackable after openina NO 
% adherence to SRP *  96% 
* : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard
*  : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe
Die cut pattern Precut for easy dispose off 
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Precut for easy dispose oft 
+ 
• Easier & faster opening: front to back
• Clean opening : frontal handle + zip 
• Easy to dispose off (additional precut) 
• Cost similar to current CSDC 
Precut for easy dispose off 
@ 
• Product visibility reduced on top (last row hidden) 
• Slight loss of BCT versus current CSDC : -6%
due to the frontal handle and reversed curve
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Case Study #1-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #5 
Ci) SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW ALLARD TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Corner Tray With Precut 
Case type 
Packaqinq material 
Box forminq technoloqy 
BCT Index* 
Cost index* 
Precut on lateral panels for 
Easy Shelf · 2 facings possibility 
FEATURES 
Corner Tray 
Corrugated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Matrix mounted 
215 
98 
Time for case count chanqe over Around 45 minutes 
Maximum speed line (cases fillinQ/min) 15-30 cases/min 
Stackable after openinq YES 
% adherence to SAP ** 89% 
* : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe
Die cut pattern 
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• Ready to Shelf directly
• Possibility of full pallet end of aisle 
• Easy Shelf : 2 facing options 
• Stackable tray 
• Corrugate surface saving : - 10% 
• Strong BCT increasement : + 115% 
=> opportunities for cardboard optimization
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Q 
• Time for change over: 45 min 
• Robot case packer to be replaced on line 
• Robot required for palletization
• Running speed limited at 15 cases/min
•Investments: 
-> 1 Meca-systeme machine 30 C/m1n : 75 k€ 
-> 2 Multibox machines 2 x 15 C/min : 80 k€ 
Case Study #I-Overall Analysis of ALLARD's New Proposals 
.-, ._, ; . 
AJAX SPRAY 
I TOPICS 500 ml 2x5 
I 
CURRENT PRECUT 
CSDC WRAP AROUND 
LINE SPEED QQQ QQQ 
LOGISTICS QQ QQ 
STRENGHT QQ Q 
EASY 
QQ QQ 
, I I 
IDENTIFICATION 
I EASY OPEN Q QQ 
EASY SHELF I QQ QQ 
EASY DISPOSE I QQ QQ 
EASY SHOP I QQQ QQQ 
SUSTAINABILITY I QQ QQQ 
COST INDEX I 106 88 
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.. . 
SEPARATED REWORKED 
TRAY 8 HOOD CSDC CONCEPT 
QQ QQQ 
QQ QQ 
QQQ QQ 
QQQ QQ 
QQQ QQQ 
Q QQQ 
QQ QQQ 
QQQ QQQ 
Q QQ 
127 106 
r! . 
REWORKED 
CSDC REVERSED! 
CORNER TRAY 
QQQ Q 
QQ Q 
QQ QQQ 
QQQ Q 
QQQ QQQ 
QQQ QQQ 
QQQ Q 
QQQ QQ 
QQ QQQ 
106 98 
Case Study #2-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal 
Ci) SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW ALLARD TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Reworked CSPC Concept 
Greater surface for flaps gluing New precut design on top Improvement qt visib1ty on the top 
2: 
Frontal openinq /(c 
Take care to align precuts in big and 
-, • 
0 small flap for easier  opening 
FEATURES 
Case tvoe Corruaated Stackable Precut Case : CSPC 
Packaaina material Corruaated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Box formina technoloav Reaular Slotted Case 
BCT Index• 85 
Cost index• 106 
Time for case count chanae over Same as Reaular Slotted Case 
Maximum soeed line (cases fillina/minl Same as Reaular Slotted Case 
Stackable after ooenina YES 
% adherence to SRP •• 97% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe
Die cut pattern 
182 
30 189 
49 5 
- 90 - � 
c.hJ 
( 
381 
388 
52 
c=Jf ' 
� 
·--·\.----·------ --- -----------·--,).----
1184 
+ 
• Easier and cleaner opening
• Better product visibility versus current CSPC
184 - ---3825-- - -
191 
386 
49 5 
317! 
c=) 
� i 
A A "
·-
-
---
-
-·
-
U 97 
-·-···
-
--------·--··-·- ---· 
@ 
• Slight loss of BCT (after window opening) 
• Easy Shop (easier to pick up & put back the bottles)
• Cost similar to current CSPC
• Greater glue surface on little flaps on top 
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c;, 
(�} 
Case Study #3-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal 
SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW ALLARD TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Reworked CSPC Concept 
One complete 
facing visible 
Greater visibility + 13% 
FEATURES 
Case type Corrugated Stackable Precut Case : CSPC 
Packaging material Corrugated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Box formina technoloav Regular Slotted Case 
BCT Index• 63 
Cost index• 106 
Time for case count change over Same as Regular Slotted Case 
Maximum speed line (cases fillina/min) Same as Regular Slotted Case 
Stackable after ooenina YES 
% adherence to SRP •• 92% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe
Die cut pattern 
+ 
193 296 -· 195 - 294 1 
I • 
35 
96 
__ ., ______ ··-· 
42 
--------, i 
A 
=> 17/5 
A \ _ _)/ \ 
� 
I 
248 � 
C ") h j C "") 
30 � �- 70 I 
y 
.,) ' '96 
--' 
288 I---- 187--' '-< 290 j1013 
Q 
482 
• Better product visibility versus current CSPC: + 13% • Loss of BCT vs current CSPC : -22% 
• 1 complete Consumer Unit visible
• Easy Shop (easier to pick up & put back the bottles)
• Cost similar to current CSPC
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Case Study# 3-0verall Analysis of ALLARD's New Proposal 
AJAX BDC 750 ml
l 
TOPICS 
2x5 
I 
CURRENT REWORKED 
CSPC CSPC CONCEPT 
LINE SPEED QQQ QQQ 
LOGISTICS QQ QQ 
STRENGHT QQQ QQ 
EASY 
IDENTIFICATION I Q I QQ 
I EASY OPEN I QQ I QQQ·. I
I EASY SHELF I QQ I QQ 
I EASY DISPOSE I QQ I QQ 
EASY SHOP I QQ I QQQ' . 
�'" 
SUSTAINABILITY I QQ QQ 
COST INDEX I 106 106 
54 
e;, 
Case Study #4-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #1 
SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW ALLARD TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Precut Wrap Around 
FEATURES 
Case tvoe Wrao Around Case 
Packaqinq material Corruaated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Box Iormina technoloov Wrao Formed 
BCT Index* 61 
Cost index* 88 
Time for case count chanoe over Around 30 minutes 
Maximum soeed line (cases fillina/minl 25-30 cases/min 
Stackable after ooenina NO 
% adherence to SRP ** 97% 
* : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
** : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe 
Die cut pattern 
� se iv 61 
. J , V .. 1
-----.---------
� f 
> �···························1 ............ L...... .. . 
-
-
'i ,
.�· 
I i 
�-
;] : l r 2,5 
30
"'
:--
400 
,--' - - -�17 : 19,.I---: 
394 516 
� f97 t- ill : : 
� � l l 
I � l l 
� ,,.,, l/: i i 
····�-c=:::)-.\ ... J................. 
�-
........ J ....... ............ -·-+--.' .,� - - -� � - - - - - -� L --- - -� L- - - - - - �.........L...._ 
�----------- - - - -8!?.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
+ Q 
• Easier and cleaner opening • Loss of BCT versus current CSDC : -9% 
• Corrugate surface saving : -15% • Time for change over : 30 min 
• Running speed : 30 cases/min maxi • Robot case packer to be replaced on line 
• Investments : 220 to 240 k€ 
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Case Study #4-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #2 
C;t SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW ALLARD TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Separated Tray & Hood 
FEATURES 
Case type Seoarated Trav & Hood : Seoarated T&H 
Packaaina material Corruaated Cardboard - Trav B Flute & Hood C Flute 
Box formina technoloav Matrix mounted 
BCT Index* 105 
Cost index• 127 
Time for case count chanae over Around 30 minutes 
Maximum soeed line /cases fillina/minl 25-30 cases/min 
Stackable after ooenina NO 
% adherence to SRP •• 94% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard
• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe
Die cut pattern 
� :--x;--
''2 
� ... . {
'""
': 
\. ," 
. 
_ _  ,.,_� ,.. ___ _ 
+ 
• Easier and cleaner opening
• Better product visibility
• Possibility to use a multi-purpose
case packer for RSC and T&H 
,,. 
A � 
J_ 
""' 
• BCT slightly inceased versus current CSDC
',�_Jl 
�· l
"' J 
' , · -r � I}. 
t 
Q 
• 2 references to be managed on line versus one 
• Running speed : maxi 25 cases/min
• Time for change over : 30 min
• Investments : 250 k€ 
for Cermex multi-purpose machine F550 
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Case Study #4-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #3 
Cjj SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW ALLARD TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Reworked CSDC Concept 
:l'''':t 
\"J! 
Precut alignment with 
flaps for easier opening 
Case type 
Packaaina material 
Box formina technoloav 
BCT Index• 
Cost index• 
Easier opening 
Zip fastener precut 
Frontal handle 
Time for case count chance over 
Maximum soeed line leases fillina/minl 
Stackable after ooenina 
% adherence to SRP •  
�) 
FEATURES 
Corruaated Slotted Die Cut : CSDC 
Corruaated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Reaular Slotted Case 
63 
106 
Same as Reaular Slotted Case 
Same as Reaular Slotted Case 
NO 
91% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
.. : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe 
Die cut pattern 
30 
192 394 194 
--· ·-· --•--------��-�·-----· --·-- j i.. 69 I"' -c=:r-1 
,t'o,,
-,.-----;i�-
L 184 386 
Precut for easy dispose off 
+ 
• Easier & faster opening: front to back
• Clean opening : frontal handle + zip
• Easy to dispose off (additional precut)
• Cost similar to current CSDC
I ii i[ L :s-··1£· 
23 ! ?t'°.e 
186 
1202 
Precut for easy dispose off 
@ 
• Product visibility reduced on top (last row hidden) 
• Slight loss of BCT versus current CSDC : -7%
due to the frontal handle
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Case Study #4-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #4 
Ci) 
Case tvoe 
SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW ALLARD TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Reworked CSDC (Low Tray) 
Low tray : precut all around
the case perimeter 
I "� 
Easier opening / 
Zip fastener precut� 
Frontal handle \( ,. I
FEATURES 
Corrugated Slotted Die Cut : CSDC 
Packaqinq material Corruaated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Box forminq technolnov Reaular Slotted Case 
BCT Index• 45 
Cost index• 106 
Time for case count chanoe over Same as Regular Slotted Case 
Maximum speed line (cases fillinQ/min) Same as Regular Slotted Case 
Stackable after openinq NO 
% adherence to SAP •• 95% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe 
Die cut pattern 
,, " 
30
:
'- -192 
i I 
39J 
' 
. 
19J 
=-L_ 
.,� ( i;::_ ___ _) '; ---- : i
'°.,�., 
392 
�i: 
: p !:).� 
3 PA 4 r· 10 
p ll.!' 
Precut for easv dispose off 
::;;: 
<(: 
+ @ 
-l!l 
!:I ... 
£ =i 
388 
• Easier & faster opening: front to back • Huge loss of BCT versus current CSDC : -40%
• Clean opening : frontal handle + zip 
• Better product visibility 
• Easy to dispose off (additional precut) 
• Easy Shop (easier to pick up & put back the bottles)
• Cost similar to current CSDC
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Case Study #5*-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal 
c;, SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW ALLARD TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Assembled Tray & Hood (Tray in E-flute vs B-flute) 
1 
' - Ora,O" B·"'" 
2;� ......, 
Case tvoe 
Packaaina material 
Bax Iormina technaloov 
BCT Index• 
Cost index• 
Time for case count chanae over 
Maximum soeed line (cases fillina/min\ 
Stackable after onenina 
% adherence to SRP •• 
- / 
Tray ,n E-flute 
C_/ 
FEATURES 
Assembled Trav & Hood: Assembled T&H 
Corruaated Cardboard - Trav E Flute & Hood C Flute 
Reaular Slotted Case 
100 
165 
Same as Reaular Slotted Case 
Same as Reaular Slotted Case 
NO 
87% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe 
Die cut pattern 
1197 
ij � '" .. _,.,_ �t 
A 
25� 
ic 
3
"9 ----...---lct7 191 195- : 
'C I 
it. 
f 383 I...-- 189---il 197 383 ___......i 
C = GLUE SPOT (HOT MELT) 
C =COLD GLUE 
+ @ 
r-..,c · 
• Easier and cleaner opening • Reduction of the tray stittness => Bad Easy Shelf 
• Better printing quality of tray (E flute) 
• Tray thickness reduction: -1.5 mm (E flute) 
=> Better pallet stability of flat cases 
• Slight cost reduction versus current Assembled T&H : -29% 
• All the new technical proposals made previously for Case Study #4 can be considered for Case Study #5. But if
keeping current Assembled Tray & Hood is mandatory, ALLARD proposed this additional option to generate
savings.
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Case Study #5-0verall Analysis of ALLARD's New Proposal 
SOFTLAN 
750 ml 2x6 
TOPICS 
LINE SPEED 
LOGISTICS 
STRENGHT 
EASY 
IDENTIFICATION 
EASY OPEN 
EASY SHELF 
EASY DISPOSE 
EASY SHOP 
SUSTAINABILITY 
COST INDEX 
61 
CURRENT 
CSPC 
QQQ 
QQ 
QQQ 
QQQ 
QQ 
QQ 
QQ 
QQQ 
QQ 
194 
REWORKED 
CSPC CONCEPT 
QQQ 
QQ 
QQQ 
QQQ 
QQ 
Q 
QQ 
QQQ 
QQ 
165 
5.5.2.2 SCA 's New Technical Proposals 
Case Study #1-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #1 
Ci) SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SCA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Reworked CSDC Concept with Reversed Curve 
Handles. reversed curve and V-shape precut 
(chevrons 2x2) for easier and cleaner opening 
FEATURES 
Case type Corrugated Slotted Die Cut : CSDC 
Packaaina material Corruqated Cardboard· Test Liner C Flute 
Box Iormina technoloav Reoular Slotted Case 
BCT Index* 70 
Cost index• Brown Cover = 111 I White Cover = 116 
Time for case count chanqe over Same as Regular Slotted Case 
Maximum speed line (cases fillina/min) Same as Reqular Slotted Case 
Stackable after openina NO 
% adherence to SRP •• 97% 
• : 1 00 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe 
Die cut pattern 
1· 
1125 -i n--�-c�9o·:�-�-J
A I -
_jg� 
J bm r--�---1�,:� 1 -� ..
+ Q 
• Easier and cleaner opening : • Loss of BCT versus current CSDC : - 13% 
Handles + reversed precut curve + chevrons 
• Better product visibility : + 35% 
• White cover for better identification 
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Case Study #1-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #2 
c;, SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SCA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Conical Basket & Lid 
V-shape precut (chevrons 2x2) for cleaner opening 
FEATURES 
Case type Conical Basket & Lid 
Packaaina material Corruaated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Box formina technolaav Matrix formed 
BCT Index* 90 
Cast index• 118 
Time for case count chance over 15-20 min 
Maximum soeed line /cases fillinalminl 22-25 cases/min 
Stackable after ooenina NO 
% adherence to SAP •• 92% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe 
Die cut pattern 
,,, __
J-=----
Al 
CHEVRONS 2 X 2 
+ 
• Easier and cleaner opening 
Handles + reverse precut curve + chevrons 
• Better product visibility : + 35% 
• BCT increased versus current CSDC : + 20% 
• White cover for a better identification 
@ 
lF� 
J
�
I r 
-----=---------,i 
�--__/ 
• Time for change over: 20 min 
• 2 separated parts to be managed 
• Robot required for palettisation 
• Robot case packer to be replaced on line 
• Investments : 350 k€ 
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Case Study #1-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #3 
CJ SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SCA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Precut Wrap Around (Reduced Flap) 
� 
1 
Case tvoe 
Packaoinq material 
Box forminq technoloqy 
BCT Index• 
Cost index• 
Time for case count chanae over 
Maximum soeed line (cases fillina/min) 
Stackable after ooeninq 
% adherence to SRP •• 
Handles, reverse curve and V-shape precut (chevrons 
2x2) for easier and cleaner opening 
FEATURES 
Wrap Around Case 
Corrugated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Wrap Formed 
35 
90 
Around 30 minutes 
22-25 cases/min 
NO 
97% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe
Die cut pattern 
218 
I 
I .,. 
257 
I 1,. 1, '°':I I I I =-; - ------- : 
I 
218 
+ Q 
• Easier and cleaner opening : • Loss of BCT versus current CSDC : - 35% 
Handles + reverse precut curve + chevrons • Time for change over : 30 min
• Better product visibility : + 30% • Robot case packer to be replaced on line 
• Corrugate surface saving : - 10% • Investments : 220 to 240 k€ 
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Case Study #1-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #4 
c;, SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SCA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Precut Complete Wrap Around 
Case tvoe 
Packaoino material 
Box formino technoloov 
BCT Index* 
Cost index• 
Time for case count chanoe over 
Maximum soeed line leases fillina/min\ 
Stackable after openino 
% adherence to SRP •• 
Handles, reverse cuNe and V-shape precut (chevrons 
2x2) for easier and cleaner opening 
FEATURES 
Wrap Around Case 
Corrugated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Wrap Formed 
60 
99 
Around 30 minutes 
25-30 cases/min 
NO 
92% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe 
Die cut pattern 
CHE\flQNS 2 X 2 
... 
+ @ 
• Easier and cleaner opening : • Loss of BCT versus current CSDC : - 10%
Handles + reverse precut curve + chevrons • Time for change over : 30 min
• Better product visibility : + 30% • Robot case packer to be replaced on line 
• Corrugate surface saving : - 5% • Investments : 220 to 240 k€ 
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Case Study #I-Overall Analysis of SCA's New Proposals 
AJAX SPRAY 
500 ml 2x5 I TOPICS 
CURRENT
CSDC 
I LINE SPEED I QQQ I 
ii I LOGISTICS I QQ I a I STRENGHT I QQ I 
D I EASY IDENTIFICATION I QQ I 
� I EASY OPEN I Q I I �:�I 
I EASY SHELF I QQ I 
I EASY DISPOSE I QQ I 
D I EASY SHOP I QQQ I--
SUSTAINABILITY QQ I 
m:aiil 
COST INDEX 106 I 
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REWORKED CONICAL 
CSDC CONCEPT BASKET+ LID
QQQ I QQ I 
QQ I Q I 
QQ I QQQ I 
QQQ I QQQ I 
QQQ I QQQ I 
QQ I QQ I 
QQQ I QQQ I 
QQQ I QQQ I 
QQ I QQ I 
111 I 118 I 
PRECUT I PRECUT WRAP {reduced WRAPAROUND fla1>) {complete) 
QQ I QQQ
QQ I QQ 
Q I Q 
QQQ I QQQ
QQQ I QQQ
Q I Q 
QQQ I QQQ
QQQ I QQQ
QQ9 I QQQ
90 I 99 
, .� · 
Case Study #2-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #1 
c;, SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SCA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Reworked CSPC Concept Full cutting of the big ttap for 
more product V1s1b1tyfrom the 
/ top ; 2 rows visible 
FEATURES 
\ 
·�
V-shape precut (chevrons 2x2) 
for easier and cleaner opening 
;:,-
Case type Corrugated Stackable Precut Case : CSPC 
Packaging material Corruqated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Box forming technology Regular Slotted Case 
BCT Index• 88 
Cost index• 112 
Time for case count change over Same as Regular Slotted Case 
Maximum speed line (cases filling/min) Same as Regular Slotted Case 
Stackable after opening YES 
% adherence to SAP •• 97% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe
Die cut pattern 
1189 
189 388 191 386 
-----� -- PEAF S3X3 52 --T- ---r-----------
+ 
I ' I I 
I I I 
W� I I 
I I I 
I �9 I I 
I -EV,.ONS X2 .- I c=) I A 
I 
± 
I I 
I I I 
----- -- _.., - - -�---- - ----
® 
: I
� 32! 500 
� 
• Easier and cleaner opening with • Slight loss of BCT (after window opening) 
chevrons (V-shape precut)
• Better product .;sibility versus current CSPC : + 27% 
• Easy Shop (easier to pick up & put back the bottles) 
• Cost similar to current CSPC 
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Case Study #2-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #2 
Ci) SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SCA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Reworked CSPC With Full Opened Top 
\ 
..:-----=:-_;_ 
'!!--- -------
Case type 
Packaging material 
Box forming technology 
BCT Index• 
Cost index • 
iI v·· r,, 
Time for case count change over 
Maximum speed line (cases filling/min) 
Stackable after opening 
% adherence to SRP •• 
Full opened top for more product vis1bity all rows visible 
,;J 
t; �,,,.. 
FEATURES 
Corrugated Stackable Precut Case : CSPC 
Corrugated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Regular Slotted Case 
88 
112 
Same as Re gular Slotted Case 
Same as Regular Slotted Case 
YES 
92% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe 
Die cut pattern 
60 
-------
+ 
• Cleaner opening with chevrons 
1'9/- - - -
389 
- -
-----
Q 
• Difficulties for opening 
• Better product 1.1sibility versus current CSPC : + 73% • Slight loss of BCT (after window opening) 
• Easy Shop (easier to pick up & put back the bottles) 
• Cost similar to current CSPC 
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Case Study #2-0verall Analysis of SCA's New Proposals 
AJAX BDC 1250 
ml 3x3 
� 
D 
CJ 
n 
� 
� 
TOPICS 
LINE SPEED 
LOGISTICS 
STRENGHT 
EASY 
IDENTIFICATION 
EASY OPEN 
EASY SHELF 
EASY DISPOSE 
EASY SHOP 
SUSTAINABILITY 
COST INDEX 
CURRENT 
CSPC 
QQQ 
QQ 
QQQ 
QQ 
QQ 
QQ 
QQ 
QQ 
QQ 
106 
69 
REWORKED 
CSPC CONCEPT 
QQQ 
QQ 
QQ 
QQQ 
QQQ 
QQ 
QQ 
QQQ 
QQ 
112 
REWORKED 
CSPC CONCEPT 
(full 01>ened top) 
QQQ 
QQ 
QQ 
QQQ 
Q 
QQ 
QQ 
QQQ 
QQ 
112 
Case Study #3-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal 
c� SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SCA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Reworked CSPC Concept 
1 comer kept to preserve 
/ rigidity and stackabllity 
Handle and V-shape precut (chevrons 2x2) for easier and cleaner opening 
FEATURES 
Case tvoe CorruQated Stackable Precut Case : CSPC 
Packaaina material CorruQated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Box formina technolnnv Regular Slotted Case 
BCT Index* 68 
Cost index• 112 
Time for case count chanae over Same as ReQular Slotted Case 
Maximum speed line (cases fillina/min) Same as Regular Slotted Case 
Stackable after openina YES 
% adherence to SAP•• 92% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe 
Die cut pattern 
35 194 294 196 292 
1011 
� '.'-L----, In,,. ���J T1J 
+ Q 
• Easier and cleaner opening with • Time for opening is longuer vs current : x 1.5 
chevrons (V-shape precut) • Loss of BCT versus scurrent CSPC : -20% 
• Better product visibility versus current CSPC: + 120% • Jeopardized stackability 
• Easy Shop (easier to pick up & put back the bottles) 
• 2 first rows of product are visible 
• Cost is similar to current CSPC 
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Case Study #3-0verall Analysis of SCA's New Proposal 
AJAX BDC 750 mi
l 
TOPICS ,,, I 
I CURRENT I REWORKED CSPC ' CSPC CONCEPT 
� 
I LINE SPEED I QQQ I QQQ
• I LOGISTICS I QQ I QQ 
mJ I STRENGHT I QQQ I Q 
D I EASY IDENTIFICATION I Q I QQ 
D I EASY OPEN I QQQ I QQ I ·. I 
II EASY SHELF I QQ QQ 
I EASY DISPOSE I QQ I QQ 
[3:,· I EASY SHOP I QQ I QQQ
� 
SUSTAINABILITY QQ QQ 
limail 
COST INDEX 106 112 
71 
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Case Study #4-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #1 
C;t SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SCA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Reworked CSDC Concept with Reversed Curve 
Handles, reversed curve and V-shape precut (chevrons 2x2) for easier and cleaner opening 
FEATURES 
Case tvoe Corruqated Slotted Die Cut : CSDC 
Packaoino material Corruqated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Box formino technoloov ReQular Slotted Case 
BCT Index* 74 
Cost index• Brown Cover = 114 I White Cover = 119 
Time for case count chanoe over Same as Reoular Slotted Case 
Maximum soeed line (cases fillinQ/min) Same as Reqular Slotted Case 
Stackable after ooenino NO 
% adherence to SAP •  95% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard
** : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe
Die cut pattern 
35 �1� �� ,�M����H2� ��:1 
f,.�.r:i fi 
'F""�'T. � �- 1• 
+ @ 
• Easier and cleaner opening : • Loss of BCT versus current CSDC : - 9% 
Handles + reversed precut curve + chevrons 
• Better product visibility : +35% 
• White cover for a better identification
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Case Study #4-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #2 
Cjj SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SCA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Conical Basket & Lid 
V-shape precut (chevrons 2x2) for cleaner opening 
FEATURES 
Case tvoe Conical Basket & Lid 
Packaaina material Corruaated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Box Iormina technoloav Matrix formed 
BCT Index* 90 
Cost index* 118 
Time for case count chanae over 15-20 min 
Maximum soeed line /cases fillina/min\ 22-25 cases/min 
Stackable after ooenina NO 
% adherence to SAP •• 89% 
* : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
** : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe 
Die cut pattern 
L.--,oo 
+ 
• Easier and cleaner opening : 
Handles + reverse precut curve + chevrons 
• Better product visibility : +40% 
• BCT increased versus current CSDC : + 20%
• White cover for a better identification 
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"" 
© 
• Time for change over : 20 min
• 2 separated parts to be managed
• Robot required for palettisation
• Robot case packer to be replaced on line 
• Investments . 350 k€ 
Case Study #4-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #3 
Cjj SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SCA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Precut Wrap Around (Reduced Flap) 
Case tvoe 
Packaoino material 
Box formino technoloav 
BCT Index• 
Cost index• 
Time for case count chance over 
Maximum soeed line (cases fillino/minl 
Stackable after ooenino 
% adherence to SRP •• 
Handles. reverse curve and V-shape precut (chevrons 
2x2) for easier and cleaner opening 
FEATURES 
Wrao Around Case 
Corruqated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Wrao Formed 
35 
90 
Around 30 minutes 
22-25 cases/min 
NO 
89% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe
Die cut pattern 
+ 
., I L '. "• I 1  
i______i__JJ 
• Easier and cleaner opening : 
Handles + reverse precut curve + chevrons
• Better product visibility : +30%
• Corrugate surface saving : - 10%
@ 
• Loss of BCT versus current CSDC : - 35%
• Time for change over : 30 min 
• Robot case packer to be replaced on line
• Investments : 220 to 240 k€
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Case Study #4-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #4 
C;t SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SCA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Precut Complete Wrap Around 
Case tvoe 
Packaaina material 
Box Iormina technoloav 
BCT Index• 
Cost index• 
Time for case count chanae over 
Maximum soeed line /cases fillina/min) 
Stackable after ooenina 
% adherence to SAP•• 
Handles, reverse curve and V-shape precut (chevrons 
2x2) for easier and cleaner opening 
FEATURES 
Wrao Around Case 
Corruaated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Wrao Formed 
60 
99 
Around 30 minutes 
25-30 cases/min 
NO 
89% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe
Die cut pattern 
-------Pl------.. 
-------i--
'" 
+ Q 
• Easier and cleaner opening : • Loss of BCT versus current CSDC : - 10%
Handles + reverse precut curve + chevrons • Time for change over : 30 min
• Better product visibility : +30% • Robot case packer to be replaced on line 
• Corrugate surface saving : - 5% • Investments : 220 to 240 k€ 
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SOFTLAN 
MUPET I750 ml 2z6 
l�I I 
Ir--1 
rait::ai 
Case Study #4-0verall Analysis of SCA's New Proposal 
TOPICS 
CURRENT 
CSDC 
LINE SPEED I f' .,,-.... ,..., ..:..- ._:: . ..:::,. 
LOGISTICS I l-=:: (; 
STRENGHT I co 
EASY 
,� C IDENTIFICATION 
EASY OPEN r, 
EASY SHELF I cc 
EASY DISPOSE (;(' 
EASY SHOP t) CC
SUSTAINABILITY oc 
COST INDEX 106 
I .. � -� .. ��� I CONICAL -���_?:�� BASKET • LID 
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Case Study #5*-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal 
C;t SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SCA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Reworked CSDC (Low Tray) 
Ha'ndles. reversed curve and V-shape precut 
(chevrons 2x2) for easier and cleaner opening 
FEATURES 
Low tray : back panel 
)elow the top folder 
Case tvoe Corruaated Slotted Die Cut : CSDC 
Packaqinq material Corruaated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Box forrninq technolonv Reaular Slotted Case 
BCT Index• 60 
Cost index• Brown Cover = 114 I White Cover= 118 
Time for case count chanae over Same as Reaular Slotted Case 
Maximum sneed line leases fillina/minl Same as Reaular Slotted Case 
Stackable after onenina O 
% adherence to SRP •• 95% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe 
Die cut pattern 
1211 
i<i � 
L.  .� 
j
JOO_j+J 
+ @ 
• Easier and cleaner opening : • Loss of BCT vs current T&H : -40% 
Handles + reversed precut curve+ chevron • Loss of visibility vs current T&H : -22% 
• Faster opening vs current assembled Tray & Hood : -20% 
• Cheaper than current Assembled Tray & Hood : -40% 
• All the new technical proposals made previously for Case Study #4 can be considered for Case Study #5. But SCA
proposed this additional option, since Softlan 750 ml HDPE bottles can withstand part of the compression stress of
palletization.
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Case Study #5-0verall Analysis of SCA's New Proposal 
SOFTLAN 
I TOPICS 750 ml 2•6 
LINE SPEED I 
LOGISTICS 
STRENGHT 
EASY 
IDENTIFICATION 
EASY OPEN 
EASY SHELF 
EASY DISPOSE 
EASY SHOP 
I SUSTAINABILITY I 
f8lllaiil I ICOST INDEX 
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CURRENT 
CSPC 
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5.5.2.3 SMURFIT-KAPPA 's New Technical Proposals 
Case Study #1-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #1 
c.- SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SMURFIT-KAPPA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Asymmetric V-Case 
Easier opening with 
double creasing line 1n 
v-shape 
FEATURES 
Case tvoe Asvmmetric V-Case 
Packaaina material Corruaated Cardboard - Test Liner BE Flute 
Box Iormina technoloav Reoular Slotted Case 
BCT Index' 90 
Cost index• 112 
Time for case count chanae over Same as Reoular Slotted Case 
Maximum soeed line leases fillina/minl Same as RSC 7 -1 % to -2% efficencv) 
Stackable after ooenina YES 
% adherence to SRP " 88% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
" : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe 
Die cut pattern 
ffi 
g 
! 
! 
+ 
LATO ST1M'A 
IBEA 
• Easier & faster opening : Double creasing in V-shape 
• 1 complete Consumer Unit visible 
• Slight BCT increasement vs current CSDC 
=> opportunities for cardboard optimization 
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Q 
• Loss of product visibility vs current CSDC 
due to the removal of one frontal corner 
• Slight oncost versus current CSDC 
Case Study #1-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #2 
Ci) SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SMURFIT-KAPPA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Cabrio Case 
Easier opening with 
double creasing line in 
V-shape 
�-1Bl-' 
FEATURES 
Case type Cabrio Case 
Packaaina material Corrugated Cardboard · Test Liner C Flute 
Box forminq technoloqy Reqular Slotted Case 
BCT Index• 90 
Cost index• 116 
Time for case count chanae over Same as Reaular Slotted Case 
Maximum speed line (cases fillinq/min) Same as RSC ( -1% to -2% efficencv) 
Stackable after ooenina NO 
% adherence to SAP •• 96% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe 
Die cut pattern 
40 757 
+ 
L29 
;>00 
\ 
\ 
757 287 
/� � 
) ' 
�! 
--.J �,� 
� 
Q 
• Easier & faster opening : Double creasing in V-shape • Loss of product visibility vs current CSDC 
• Easy Shop with opening on top • Slight oncost versus current CSDC 
• Slight BCT increasement vs current CSDC 
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Case Study #1-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #3 
C;t SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SMURFIT-KAPPA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Clean Facing 
FEATURES 
Case type Clean Facing 
Packaging material Corrugated Cardboard -Test Liner B Flute 
Box forming technology Regular Slotted Case 
BCT Index• 100 
Cost index• 120 
lime for case count change o\€r Same as Regular Slotted Case 
Maximum speed line (cases filling/min) Sa m e  as RSC ( -1%to -2%efficency) 
Stackable after opening NO 
% adherence to SAP •• 97% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards del.€1oped by ECR Europe 
Die cut pattern 
,
/
/,
/
// 
.) 
� 
l:E03'. - Q..DN FAC:1"'3 
+ 
• Easier & faster opening (3 cut panels) 
• Clean opening aspect 
• Optimum product visibility
• Slight BCT increasement \IS current CSDC
=> opportunities for cardboard optimization 
• Easy_ Shop 
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@ 
• More expensil.€ than current CSDC: +15% 
Case Study #1-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #4 
Ci) SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SMURFIT-KAPPA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Basket+ Lid 
FEATURES 
Case tvoe Basket+ Lid 
Packaaina material Corruqate - BE Flute (Basket) + B Flute (Lid) 
Box formina technoloav Matrix mounted 
BCT Index* 80 
Cost index• 86 
Time for case count chanoe over Around 30 min 
Maximum speed line (cases fillinq/min) 30 
Stackable after openinq YES 
% adherence to SRP •• 92% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe
Die cut pattern 
co 
g 
! 
! 
+ 
Lid 
• Easy Opening
• Easy Shop
• Clean aspect
Basket 
!35SEB 
SENSO CMNA CHlA EB 
i I 2rn 259 210 I 
811- 3
�l 
. 13 0 
� 
� 
OISTANZA NASTRINI ROSSI 
@ 
• Cost reduction versus current CSDC : -30%
• Time for change over : 30 min
• Robot case packer to be replaced on line
• Investments . around 80 k€ 
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Case Study #1-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #5 
C;t SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SMURFIT-KAPPA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Corner Tray 
FEATURES 
Case tvoe Corner Trav 
Packaaina material Corruaated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Box Iormina technoloav Matrix mounted 
BCT Index* 215 
Cost index• 90 
Time for case count chanae over 45 min 
Maximum soeed line (cases fillina/min) 38 
Stackable after ooenina YES 
% adherence to SAP•• 89% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe 
Die cut pattern 
_..d 
+ Q 
• Ready to Shelf directly • Time for change over : 45 min 
• Possibility of full pallet end of aisle • Robot case packer to be replaced on line 
• Easy Shelf : 2 facing options • Robot required for palletization 
• Stackable tray • Running speed limited at 15 cases/min 
• Corrugate surface saving : - 9% • Investments 
• Strong BCT increasement : + 115% -> 1 Meca-systeme machine 30 C/min : 75 k€ 
=> opportunities for cardboard optimization -> 2 Multibox machines 2 x 15 C/min: 80 k€ 
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Case Study #1-0verall Analysis of SMURFIT's New Proposals 
AJAX SPRAY 
I TOPICS 500 ml 215 
I 
CURRENT ASYMMETRIC 
CABRIO CASE 
CLEAN CORNER 
CSDC Y-CASE FACING BASKET• LID TRAY 
LINE SPEED I () CJ ,:;; ,:) •'.Ji C ,2 (J 0 0 Q ,:; •:J (J 
LOGISTICS I co 00 � (J 00 C I":"':\ 
STRENGHT co (�()(-· 0@ (-- ( "> G (- C, 
EASY 
00 0 C) I (j ·� (; I (Z,: I IDENTIFICATION , .. 
EASY OPEN 0 0 0 b ,::_ (� I··� f ,-;. I .... CJ ·�� I i 1· •. , ' ·  
EASY SHELF I CG C· O C •:0 ·�� ,]., 00 I ( 
EASY DISPOSE I i:; CJ C) 0 (;) () r -.;;..� I (; 
EASY SHOP 0 c, C (J (:_i G {) occ '. :} (" :: .... I .. •• 1 .... 
SUSTAINABILITY ,:0 (]} ·� (J Cr:,::.-I -='' () I '.I (·� ·�· I . C·) (. 
COST INDEX 106 112 116 120 86 90 
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Case Study #2-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal 
Ci) SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SMURFIT-KAPPA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
V-Case
FEATURES 
Case tvoe V-Case Full Facinq 
Packaqinq material Corrugated Cardboard - C Flute 
Box formina technoloav Reqular Slotted Case 
BCT Index• 90 
Cost index• 108 
Time for case count chance over Same as Regular Slotted Case 
Maximum speed line (cases fillina/min) Same as RSC ( -1% to -2% efficencv) 
Stackable after openinq YES 
% adherence to SRP •• 94% 
•: 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe
Die cut pattern 
35 
507 
191 388--------
(-�---- -------�-}-
:\ � t .!\ ·-�, ... , /:
' ' 
\ / ! 
\i:"'"y 
<---------------1190 
+ 
Easier opening with 
double creasing line in 
Vshape 
------385- - -----
321 
@ 
• Easier & faster opening : Double creasing in V-shap • Slight oncost versus to current CSPC 
• Good stackability 
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Case Study #2-0verall Analysis of SMURFIT's New Proposal 
AJAX BDC 1250
1 
TOPICS ml 3113 
I 
LINE SPEED 
LOGISTICS 
STRENGHT 
EASY 
IDENTIFICATION 
EASY OPEN 
EASY SHELF 
EASY DISPOSE I 
EASY SHOP I 
SUSTAINABILITY 
COST INDEX 
86 
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Case Study #3-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #1 
c;, SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SMURFIT-KAPPA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Asymmetric V-Case 
Case tvne 
>--
� Eas,ernpeo,og �,h 
double creasing line in 
V-shape 
FEATURES 
One complete / 
facing visible 
Asvmmetric V-Case 
Packaoino material Corrugated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Box formina technoloav Reaular Slotted Case 
BCT Index* 72 
Cost index* 120 
Time for case count chance over Same as Regular Slotted Case 
Maximum speed line (cases fillinq/min) Same as RSC ( -1% to -2% efficency) 
Stackable after ooenina YES 
% adherence to SRP •• 88% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe 
Die cut pattern 
1014-------------
: C:. T-., �·, ______ i::.-·-_y--� '\ •.. -----;: : � ·1 / ' 1¥ 
94 
481 
35 
+ 
�' �, 
�I 
"•Ocu•pe,111)).,.) �. ., �' �' ' 
195 296--
.\ /'i f � \ ,' ' i� 
\ / : :Jo': . ..__.6,,._) I � ' 
195 293 
• Better visibility of the product vs current CSPC: + 15% 
• 1 complete Consumer Unit visible
• Easier & faster opening : Double creasing in V-shape 
• Easy Shop (easier to pick up & put back the bottles) 
• Good stackability 
87 
293 
94 
Q 
• Loss of BCT vs current CSPC : -20% 
(due to the removal of one frontal corner) 
Case Study #3-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #2 
C;t SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SMURFIT-KAPPA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Half Slotted Case + Lid 
Case type 
� Eas,o,opooiog •"" 
double creasing line 
in v-shape 
FEATURES 
Maximum product 
visility front and top 
Half Slotted Case+ Lid 
Packaging material Corrugate - Test Liner C Flute + Lid in B Flute 
Box forming technology Regular Slotted Case+ Tray Erector for lid 
BCT Index• 90 
Cost index• 95 
Time for case count change over Around 20 min 
Maximum speed line (cases filling/min) Sa me as RSC ( -1%to -2%efficency) 
Stackable after opening NO 
% adherence to SAP •• 92% 
•: 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe 
Die cut pattern 
+ 
t- 1014------------1 
I t\ ll ! 1;
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Half Slotted Case 
Lid 
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• Easy opening • 2 references to be managed on line versus one 
• Better 1.1sibilty vs current CSPC • Investments : 40 k€ 
• Stackable (with lid) 
• Same BCT as current CSPC (stiffness pro1.1ded by lid) 
• Easy Shop and Easy Shelf 
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Case Study #4-New Technical Proposal 
Cjj SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SMURFIT-KAPPA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
V-Case + Wave Shaped Precut
Case tvoe 
· 
Easier opening with 
double creasing line in 
V-shape
Packaaina material 
Box Iormina technoloav 
BCT Index• 
Cost index• 
Time for case count chanae over 
Maximum soeed line (cases fillina/min) 
Stackable after ooenina 
% adherence to SAP•• 
FEATURES 
Wave shaped precut to fit with optimum 
opening strength 
V-Case + Wave
Corruaated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Reaular Slotted Case 
90 
115 
Same as Reaular Slotted Case 
Same as RSC ( -1% to -2% efficency) 
NO 
93% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard 
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECA Europe 
Die cut pattern 
�-----------�1208 -, 
402 
- - - 391--- - -
+ 
- -I--
,, I 
.' I 
I 
I 
-�
Short flaps on bottom to save 
corrugate and reduce cost 
r. 
® 
5 
• Easier & faster opening : • Slight oncost versus current CSDC 
Double creasing in V-shape + Wave shaped precut 
• Optimum product visibility and brand enhancement
• Easy Shop
• Slight BCT increasement vs current CSDC
=> opportunities for cardboard optimization
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Case Study #4-0verall Analysis of SMURFIT's New Proposal 
SOFTLAN 
MUPET 
750 ml 2s6 
I 
TOPICS 
LINE SPEED 
LOGISTICS 
STRENGHT 
EASY 
IDENTIFICATION 
EASY OPEN 
EASY SHELF I 
EASY DISPOSE I 
EASY SHOP I 
SUSTAINABILITY 
COST INDEX 
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Case Study #5-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal 
c� SHELF-READY PACKAGING 
NEW SMURFIT-KAPPA TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 
Clean Facing 
FEATURES 
Case type Clean Facing 
Packaaina material Corruaated Cardboard - Test Liner C Flute 
Box Iormina technoloqy Regular Slotted Case 
BCT Index• 100 
Cost index• 128 
Time for case count chanqe over Same as Regular Slotted Case 
Maximum speed line (cases fillina/min\ Same as RSC ( -1% to -2% efficency) 
Stackable after openina NO 
% adherence to SAP •• 97% 
• : 100 for the corresponding Regular Slotted Case made with the same corrugated cardboard
•• : according to calibrated Score Cards developed by ECR Europe
Die cut pattern 
-
.,I • f---------�---' r. � .1 -s-__________ r____ - ·1 r--f- ·· I I : I 
I I I I 1 
- I ! ! ! A·--><• ! -• +
I I ,� ! ! +---- I [ �--------. ---1----1----------1----� ! I 
1302 
+ ® 
• Huge cost reduction vs current Assembled T&H: -66% • Oncost vs CSDC but cheaper than T&H
• Easier & faster opening (3 cut panels)
• Clean opening aspect 
• Optimum product visibility
• BCT similar to the current Assembled Tray & Hood
• Easy Shop
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Case Study #5-0verall Analysis of SMURFIT's New Proposal 
SOFTLAN 
I 750 ml 2:16 TOPICS 
CURRENT CLEAN 
CSPC FACING 
LINE SPEED I •';; (;; (:) i'.J C tJ 
LOGISTICS I OQ @ () 
STRENGHT @ () 0 @00 
EASY 
0 00 C;@ 0 IDENTIFICATION 
EASY OPEN 1�; I� (J@Q 
EASY SHELF I ,:) (]J (J () 
EASY DISPOSE I ·� C) ,� r-:-: ,,:;/ ,d 
EASY SHOP (;) ,;; () DOC 
SUSTAINABILITY (J •d ,:) (2) 
COST INDEX 194 128 
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6.0 RESULTS & TECHNICAL TRANSFER 
After analyzing all the new technical proposals developed in case studies, several very relevant 
and innovative concepts were identified. These are worth being implemented to help improve the 
delivery of SRP solutions versus the current solutions used by CP plants in Europe. 
In regard to CP's business, the best new SRP proposals can be classified in two categories: 
3. New SRP concepts for immediate implementation.
These concepts comply with two characteristics. First, their designs fit the existing box
forming equipment of CP finishing lines (Regular Slotted Case in general). Second, they
are proposed by corrugate suppliers included in the Global Purchasing Strategy.
4. New SRP concepts for long term implementation
This category covers the new SRP proposals that provide significant SRP benefits for CP
and/or retailers, but require investments for specific machines and line adaptations.
Moreover, this category includes new concepts proposed by corrugate suppliers that are
not part of the CP Global Purchasing strategy for the moment (e.g., Smurfit-Kappa in
Europe).
It would have been very frustrating for the author to conclude this study without proceeding with 
any effective new concept implementation. To carry out trials, a CP plant in Europe had to be 
chosen to operate as the industrial "laboratory" for technical transfer. Since CP's French plant in 
Compiegne is the more strategic plant in Europe for the Home Care category of products, it was 
the most obvious and relevant choice for conducting industrial validation. Also, considering the 
stringent level of manufacturing constraints generated by new, advanced, and sensitive 
equipment implemented in 2007 to boost line speed (most lines run around 200 bottles/min), the 
Compiegne plant can pose severe tests for industrial qualification. For these reasons the new 
SRP concepts selected for immediate implementation were qualified in the Compiegne plant. 
Because of the time limits imposed on completing this thesis, it was not possible to test all the 
best SRP concepts that could be identified from the case studies. Therefore, since finishing lines 
in Compiegne are equipped only with box forming machines for Regular Slotted Case, all the 
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new SRP proposals requiring specific case packing technology were de facto excluded from the 
industrial validation process in Compiegne. 
Among the best SRP proposals based on RSC box-forming, efforts were made to implement at 
least one new concept developed with SCA. In addition, the validation process for another 
concept designed by ALLARD was also initiated. Of course, results and conclusions based on 
testing in the Compiegne plant won't be directly applicable to another CP plant. As a general 
rule, local packaging engineers will need to systematically carry out industrial validation of any 
new SRP concepts within their own facilities. However, the SRP qualification results obtained 
from the Compiegne plant will serve as useful guidelines to support quick technical transfer 
somewhere else. 
For new SRP proposals requiring investment or new orientation of the Global Purchasing 
strategy, an inventory of the more interesting solutions has been made by the author and 
recommendations for long term implementation noted. Among the most promising options in 
this category are the Precut Wrap-around Case, Half-RSC+ Lid, Comer Tray, and the very 
innovative SMURFIT-KAPPA solution-the V-Case + Wave-Shaped Precut. 
6.1 EMO for Industrial Validation of New SRP Concept 
In compliance with usual CP technical procedures, a Packaging EMO (Experiment 
Manufacturing Order) was submitted for performing industrial validation of the new SRP 
concepts. This document defines the Experiment Design and the Success Criteria for technical 
approval as follows: 
Experiment Design 
• Assess the percentage of adherence to SRP of the new concept by using the ECR Score
Card with Calibration #1.
• Define the quantity of finished products to be tested for a significant trial.
• Define the finishing line and the nominal speed to run the test.
• Define the SRP key-features to be qualified (drawings, dimensions, expected BCT
values, board grade).
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• Define the existing bottles to be packed in SRP for the test.
• Develop pallet pattern.
• Organize two weeks storage test for pallets (static test).
• Define the truck route for transport test, with stacking if required (dynamic test).
Success Criteria (To be qualified, any new SRP case must fulfill Success Criteria.) 
• SRP FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT:
- Adherence to SRP: To be considered as a relevant solution, the "SRP ness" must
achieve at least 80% adherence
• SRP MACHINABILITY ON LINE:
- Box forming: SRP must be squared correctly. In case of precut, perforations mustn't
be torn while forming.
- Precut functionality: Opening must be easy, clean, and quick without tearing the
external layer of corrugate.
Case packing: Internal dimensions of SRP must fit bottles arrangements
- Flaps closing: Folding of flaps must ensure permanent closing with hot melt glue (no
unsticking due to a stronger stiffness).
• HANDLING & PALLETIZATION:
- Handling: SRP must run correctly on conveyors, without blocking or falling on
conveyors.
- Palletization: Layers must be stacked and displayed properly to provide good
stability and good surface occupancy of the load. In case of precut, perforations
mustn't break while palletizing.
• STORAGE & TRANSPORT TESTS:
Pallets inspection: Proceed with a visual inspection of pallets, then dismantle the 
load, open the cases, and check integrity of the bottles. 
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The validation is considered successful and the new SRP passes qualification if it meets the 
finishing line constraints at nominal speed and if collapsed cases, damaged perforations, dented 
bottle, and broken caps are not present after storage and transport tests. 
6.2. New SRP Concepts for Immediate Implementation 
Because they consist of Regular Slotted Case with perforations, some of the new SRP concepts 
developed in the case studies offer the possibility of being immediately implemented in 
production, without requiring any finishing adaptation or investment in machinery. Among all 
the very interesting new proposals, the following two concepts were selected to be run through 
the complete industrial validation process for implementation in the Compiegne plant: 
1. Reworked CSDC Concept with Reversed Curve and Chevrons from SCA
2. Reworked CSDC Concept with Reversed Curve and Zip Fastener from ALLARD
6.2.1 Reworked CSDC Concept with Reversed Curve & Chevrons from SCA 
6.2.1.1 Features and Design of the Existing CSDC for Mupet bottles 
Initial CSDC Design 
For further data about this existing CSDC concept, see the detailed SRP Card of the 
Corrugated Slotted Die Cut case in Section 5.1. 
6.2.1.2 Features and Design of SCA Reworked CSDC Concept 
This improved SRP solution stemmed from SCA's proposals for Case Study# 4. The rationale 
behind Case Study# 4 was to find innovative ideas to meet a regular request from Germany, 
which asked CP to make improvements on the existing precut case (type CSDC) of Fabric 
Softener 750 ml Mupet bottle. 
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The new SRP concept from SCA can be illustrated as follows: 
!-"'!rit 
;..,.. " 
":.·-� 
E.1sier opening provided by : 
-> Reversed curve 
-> chevrons 2x2 
L.1ter.11 h.1ndle for e.1sier opening ,. 
• ,�ror.s2, 2 
See Case Study #4-SRP Card of New Technical Proposal #1 in Section 5.5.2.2. 
6.2.1.3 Reason for Immediate Implementation 
An opportunity for CP to fulfill the recurrent request from its retailers in Germany to improve the 
existing SRP case by providing a better opening system and better on-shelf product visibility was 
clearly identified. By implementing this Reworked CSDC proposed by SCA, CP could expect to 
deliver 
• easier and cleaner opening, with lateral half-moon handles, a reversed precut curve, and
perforations in chevrons 2x2; and
• better product visibility and shelf appeal, with a reversed precut curve ( + 35% of visibility
versus current CSDC) and a white external cardboard cover.
The only drawback of this new design was the BCT loss, due primarily to the reversed precut 
curve and its location in the case panels. However, by reworking the shape and the position of 
the die-cut in the lateral panels, by performing preliminary BCT on a mock-up in the lab, and by 
taking advantage of the support of the Finite Element Method to simulate the compression test, 
CP optimized the position of the die-cut and succeeded in limiting losses of vertical compression 
strength at 9 %, compared to the existing CSDC for Mupet bottle. (See Section 7.2.5-FEA to 
Design Perforations.) 
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6.2.1.4 Fine Tuning SCA's Reworked CSDC Concept 
For easier introduction of fingers and to make sure the handles keep adjoining to the hood after 
opening, the following improvements were integrated to this new design: 
• Perforations 5x5 were replaced by cutting rules with 2 mm dotted line.
• 11 mm slot on the top of the half-moon handle replaced cutting.
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Initial handle design 
6.2.1.5 Industrial Validation Process and Implementation 
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Final optimized handle 
The launch of Fabric Softener Mupet lL Tall "Special Edition" in Germany in May 2007 was a 
great opportunity to validate the Reworked CSDC Concept with Reversed Curve and Perforation 
in "Chevrons". This new SRP had been initially developed for Mupet 750 ml bottle, whereas 
promotion for "Special Edition" was Mupet lL Tall. However, only simple design adaptations 
were necessary to fit lL format: 
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The validation process was performed according to the EMO #LB 07-001-00 from March 2007 
onwards, according to the schedule shown below. (For detailed EMO and EMO Report & 
Conclusions, see the documents in Appendix A and Appendix B.) 
Mock-up approval: March 8 
EMO: March 21 
Industrial trial : March 28 
Technical GO/NO GO: April 23 
Production start-up: Wk 21 
Since trial conclusions on April 23 were positive, the new Reworked CSDC Concept from 
SCA's has been implemented for production of Fabric Softener bottle Mupet lL Tall in the 
Compiegne plant since week 21. 
As a result of the decision by CP Germany in June 2007 to upsize its standard codes for Fabric 
Softener bottles from Mupet 750 ml to Mupet lL, this Reworked CSDC has become the first 
SRP reference in term of volume in Compiegne (around 2.25 million cases I year). It was a 
welcome decision which enhances both the relevance and benefits of this improved SRP case 
and rewards the technical efforts required to make this development succeed. 
6.2.2 Reworked CSDC with Reversed Curve and Zip Fastener from ALLARD 
6.2.2.1 Features and Design of ALLARD Reworked CSDC Concept 
This improved SRP solution results from ALL ARD's proposal for Case Study# 1. It can be 
illustrated as follows: 
Precut alignment with 
flaps for easier opening 
.,.., __ 
I _;' ' ../ 
Easiet opening � 
Zip fastener precut- \ _/ )Frontal handle r ./ 
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6.2.2.2 Reason for Immediate Implementation 
Considering the benefits of this Reworked CSDC, CP intends to deliver a more functional and 
efficient SRP for new product launches, since this ALLARD concept offers the following: 
• Easier opening, with the front to back movement to remove the hood
• Cleaner opening, with the new perforations designed like a zip fastener
• Similar cost versus standard precut RSC (type CSDC or CSPC)
6.2.2.3 Industrial Validation Process and Implementation 
The product selected to carry out industrial validation of this new SRP concept before 
implementation was a dish liquid product for the local French market: 
Paic Excel 500 ml 3x4 "Special Edition" 
In fact, the author had been requested by CP to develop an SRP solution for this promotional 
offer. Instead of adapting an existing solution, the author took this opportunity to experiment 
with ALLARD's proposal of Reversed Curve and Zip Fastener perforations. 
Industrial validation is still in progress according to the EMO# LB 07-007-01, following the 
schedule outlined below. (For detailed EMO, see document in Appendix C.): 
Mock-up approval: May 2 
EMO: July 2 
Industrial trial : Week 28 
Technical GO/NO GO: Week 30 
Production start-up: Wk 33 
Results of the storage and transport test were still pending when this thesis report was written. 
But based on intermediate analysis, the author was optimistic about obtaining positive final 
conclusions and effective implementation by mid-August 2007. 
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6.3 New SRP Concepts for Long Term Implementation 
The solutions listed below are the more interesting new SRP concepts that the author would 
recommend for consideration for long term implementation, depending on necessary investment 
in machinery, redesign of finishing lines, cost-saving opportunities, new product launches, and 
Global Purchasing strategy (new qualified corrugate suppliers). 
Among all the proposals from the cases studies, the author recommends that the following four 
innovative SRP concepts be implemented, if facilities in CP plants are designed accordingly: 
Wrap Around Case with Precut (ALLARD & SCA): requires investments 
Corner Tray with Precut (ALLARD) : requires investments 
Half Slotted Case+ Lid (SMURFIT-KAPPA): requires investments 
V-Case + Wave Shaped Precut (SMURFIT-KAPPA): depends on Purchasing strategy
Each of these concepts is briefly revisited in the following pages. 
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6.3.1 Wrap Around with Precut from ALLARD & SCA 
6.3.1.1 Concept 
(For additional technical data, see the complete SRP Cards in Sections 5.5.2.1 and 5.5.2.2.) 
6.3.1.2 Benefits & Drawbacks Reminder 
Benefit 
• Easier opening: perforations in Zip Fastener (ALLARD) or Chevrons (SCA)
• Enhancement of the consumer units: better product visibility with reversed die-cut
• Fit high speed line: maximum 30 cases/min
• Cost saving versus precut RSC (type CSDC or CSPC) = -10 %
Drawbacks 
• Loss of BCT strength versus Regular Slotted Case with Precut: -30 %
• Time for changeover: = 30 min
• Robot case packer to be replaced on line
• Investment: 220 to 240 k€
6.3.1.3 Recommended Applications 
In general, the wrap-around case is especially suitable for finishing lines running with a low rate 
of changeover (few formats and case count changes), when consumer units can withstand the 
partial vertical compression in the distribution channels. Furthermore, wrap-around is 
recommended for consumers units whose dimensions are: 
20 mm < Width <130 mm and 20 mm < Height <250 mm. 
Since the field of application of wrap-around case also covers a big part of CP products and is a 
source for cost saving, it would be worthwhile considering it for future finishing line designs in 
CP plants. 
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6.3.2 Corner Tray with Precut (ALLARD) 
6.3.2.1 Concept 
Precut on lateral panels for 
Easy Shelf 2 facing' possibilrty 
(For additional technical data, see the complete SRP Card in Section 5.5.2.1.) 
6.3.2.2 Benefits & Drawbacks Reminder 
Benefits 
• Ready to Shelf
• Clean frontal panel
• Possibility of full pallet end of aisle for promotional offer
• Stackable SRP with very strong BCT strength: 215 % versus the corresponding RSC
• Opportunity for board grade reduction
• Cost saving versus standard precut RSC (type CSDC or CSPC) = -10 %
Drawbacks 
• Time for changeover: = 45 min
• Limited line speed: maximum 15 cases/min
• Palettization cannot be managed by layers transfer, but only with a robot or manually
• Requires a matrix box-forming machine
• Investments:
- One Meca-System machine (30 cases/min): 75 k€
- Two Multibox machines (2 x 15 cases/min): 80 k€
6.3.2.3 Recommended Applications 
Corner Tray with Precut is especially recommended for Special Pack and promotional offers, 
type "Limited Edition." 
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6.3.3 Half Slotted Case+ Lid (SMURFIT-KAPPA) 
6.3.3.1 Concept 
Easier opening with 
double creasing line 
in V shape 
Maximum product 
visil1ty front and top 
(For further technical data, see the complete SRP Card in Section 5.5.2.3.) 
6.3.3.2 Benefits & Drawbacks Reminder 
Benefits 
• Easy opening system: double creasing line in V-shape to guide the tearing force
• Good product visibility: front and top
• Stackable SRP in shelf (with lid)
• Same BCT resistance
• Easy Shop and Easy Shelf: products easy to take and put back
• Cost saving versus standard precut RSC (type CSDC or CSPC) : = -10%
Drawbacks 
• Time for changeover: = 20 min
• 2 packaging references to be managed on line
• Investments: 40 k€ (for lid forming & sticking machine)
6.3.3.3 Recommended Applications 
Half Slotted Case+ Lid is especially recommended for Special Pack and promotional offers, 
type "Limited Edition." Otherwise, it's a good compromise for two- facing SRP when retailers 
require simultaneously a stackable solution and at least a full facing visible. Indeed, the BCT 
losses due to the asymmetric die-cut in the vertical frontal corner are compensated for by the 
typically strong BCT performances of the Half-Slotted case design. (See Section 7.2.3-FEA to 
Compare BCT Resistance Between RSC & Half-RSC.) 
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7.0 BEST PRACTICE GUIDELINES FOR PROPER SRP DEVELOPMENT 
7.1 General Reminder About Corrugated Board 
7 .1.1 Quick Summary of Corrugated Board Making 
Corrugated board is a paper product made by sandwiching a fluted corrugated layer (sinus wave 
shape) of paper between two layers of flat paper. The inner layer is called the corrugated 
medium and the outer layers are the inside and outside liners. 
______, 
single facer unit 
two single-face units, each with a double backer, 
bridge festoon produces 'twin cushion' board (usually In CB Outing 
combination ln NZ) 
_, '---- --' 
single facer unit double backer unit 
creasers 
0 Reels of paper (liner and medium); these can be replaced 
without stopping the machine. 
0 Liner for the double-backer is conditioned and glue applied 
to flute tips. 
E) Fluting medium is pre-heated and steamed to soften it so it 
can be shaped on the fluting rollers (In B, C or E sizes). 
€) Adhesive (starch) is applied to the flute tips ready to join to 
the pre-heated liner. 
0 The single-faced board forms festoons on the bridge to allow 
variations in machine speed (while replacing paper rolls etc.) 
0 The heating section removes moisture to dry the starch 
adhesive and bond the layers together. 
0 Rotary blades sl� and score the board in the machine direction. 
0 The board is cut to the exact length for a particular box and 
stacked ready for printing, die-cutting and scoring. 
Source: PAC-IT Education Resource-New Zealand 
7 .1.2 Structure of Corrugated Board 
Corrugated board is also made by gluing the fluting and liner papers together. 
Single-faced corrugated board (corrugated rolls) consists of liner paper 
and fluting 
Single-wall corrugated board is made of an outer liner, the fluting and an 
inner liner 
Double-wall corrugated board is created by gluing two single-faced 
corrugated webs together and laminating them to a liner web, 
Triple-wall corrugated board consists of three single-faced corrugated 
boards with different types of fluting and an inner liner, 
Source: IGD-ECR UK 
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The features of corrugated board depend on liners and medium papers, flute combinations, and 
geometry: 
tl 
tF = tc + t1,1 
Flute type Flute height Wave length }. 
t,,[mm] [mm] EB-Flute EGE-Flute 
A-Flute 4.7 8.6 
C-Flute 3.6 7.2 
B-Flute 2.5 6.1 
E-Flute 1.1 3.4 C-Flute
-.�...-.. ........... ..,,........._ ............................. ,..,. ........... ..._� 
EE-Flute 
Source: Pflug, Verpoest, and Vandepitte, 1999 
7 .1.3. Most Common Fluting Grades 
The five configurations of flute in most general use for corrugated cases are as follows: 
F Flute 
A very fine flute, (also kno�m as microflute) which 
is used for 'corrugated cartons', it gives excellent 
crush resistance and rigidity 
E Flute 
A fine flute used for 'corrugated cartons'. it gives 
excellent crush resistance. 
B Flute 
By far the most widely specified flute profile in 
Europe thanks to its superb robustness (difficult to 
crush), good compression strength and 
compactness which minimises storage space. 
C Flute 
A larger flute than 'B', offering greater compression 
strength, but it may be crushed more easily. It 
also takes up more storage strength than 'B' flute. 
Double \II all 
A Combination of two flute sizes, usually 'B' and 
'C', is specified when compression strength is more 
important than storage and robustness. 
Source: IGD-ECR UK 
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7.1.4 Die-cutting Alternative Technologies 
There are two die-cutting technologies used in manufacturing corrugated cases. 
7.1.4.1 Platen die-cutting process 
The die-cut packaging: 
Platen Die-cutting 
Flat 
die-cuning 
Corrugated Platen Die-ctn case 
board 
Source: USFO (Union Syndicale Fran�aise du carton Ondule) 
This more expensive die-cutting process (because of lower production speed) is mandatory when 
SRP design requires a high accuracy level for a fine mastery of dimensions or specific 
perforation shape. 
7.1.4.2 Rotary die-cutting process 
The die-cut packaging: 
Rotary Die-cutting 
Corrugated 
board 
� 
� 
The die-cut containers are manufactured on a die-cutter that cuts and 
creases the board. It is usually reserved for a more sophisticated pack 
style. 
This process requires a « form > that can be mounted around a cylinder, in 
which case the machine is called a rotary die-cutter, the other variant is 
called a flatbed die-cutter. As indicated by its name its form is flat. 
Once the converting process is over, the corrugated packaging is put on a 
pallet and can be delivered to the customer. 
Source: Behkarbord Packing Ind 
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7.1.5 Printing Technologies Appropriate to Corrugated Board 
Printing 
Flexographic 
printing 
Litho Print 
Silk Screen 
Panrone 
Post-Print 
Pre-Print 
Process Set (CMYK) 
UV Vamish 
Machine V amish 
Often abbreviated to flexo, is a method of printing most commonly used 
for packaging.A flexo print is achieved by creating a mirrored master of 
the required image as a 3D relief in a rubber or polymer material. A 
measured amount of ink is deposited upon the surface of the printing 
plate (or printing cylinder) using an anilox roll. The print surface then 
rotates, contacting the print material which transfers the ink. 
High Quality Print ideally suited to full process work on medium / large 
sized production scale manufacturing runs 
High Quality Print ideally suited for large format packaging (Dump Bins) 
ideally suited smaller production runs 
PMS (pantone matching system) allows for a standard range of colour 
formulations, to ensure consistency of colour matching. 
A method of printing after the papers have been made into board, and 
usually occurs during the conversion process. 
High Quality Print ideally suited for large production runs. Paper is printed 
before being manufactured into board. 
(short for Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, and Key) is a subtractive colour model 
used in colour printing. This colour model is based on mixing pigments 
of the following colours in order to make other colours: C = Cyan M = 
Magenta Y = Yellow K = Key (Black). 
A liquid application applied over a print, which results in a high gloss 
finish. 
A liquid application applied over print, which produces a matt finish and 
helps prevent ink rub. 
Source: IGD-ECR UK 
7.2 Finite Element Analysis (FEA) in Developing Precut Case 
The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) of structural mechanics is a computer simulation technique 
used in engineering analysis. It uses a numerical technique called the Finite Element Method 
(FEM) to determine effects such as deformations, strains, and stresses which are caused by 
applying structural loads such as force, pressure, etc. Numerical and graphical tools allow the 
precise location of data such as stresses and deflections to be identified. Since FEA allows for 
detailed visualization of where structures collapse, bend, or twist, and indicates the distribution 
of stresses and displacements, this engineering analysis is also appropriate to simulate the Box 
Compression Test (BCT) applied to a corrugated box. 
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7.2.1 FEA to Visualize BCT Stress 
Source SMURFIT-KAPPA 
7.2.2 BCT to Predict Failure Angles 
Source: SCA Lab - Sweden 
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7.2.3 FEA to Compare BCT Resistance Between RSC & Half-RSC 
Stress areas 
L 
Stress 
FEFCO 0201 FEFC00200
Finite Element Analysis shows that Half-RSC (case with flaps on top) has a higher box 
compression strength compared to the RSC (same geometry) due to the boundary conditions (see 
figure below). 
[ 
FEFC00201 
Source: SCA Lab - Sweden 
FEFCO 0200 
The different creases, i.e. the boundary conditions of the box (board panel), influence how the 
box behaves during compression; hence, there are differences in strength. 
Under compression stress, the panels of RSC (FEFCO 0201) buckle in half a sine wave, whereas 
the panels of the Half-RSC (FEFCO 0200) buckle in a fourth of a sine wave 
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7.2.4 FEA to Design Handles 
As previously explained, the stress distribution in a box panel can be visualized by FEA. The 
color ranges vary from red to blue, with red indicating high stress areas. To properly design an 
SRP case based on precut RSC, it is obviously recommended to set handles in low stress areas. 
These zones are normally in the middle of the panels. 
The lab tests carried out by the SCA Mechanics Box Departments in Sweden allowed us to 
quantify the impact of the location of the handles on the BCT resistance. Considering a B-flute 
RSC with normal handles placed 70 mm from the top on the two opposite panels, tests showed 
10% loss of BCT resistance versus the same RSC without handle. However, if the handles are 
placed in the middle of the panels (far away from the red areas of high stress), the loss of BCT 
resistance was only about 5 %. BCT in the laboratory also confirmed the significant benefits that 
can be achieved by setting properly handles. 
BCT index 100 
Source SCA Lab - Sweden
BCT index 95 
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' 
BCT index 90 
7.2.5 FEA to Design Perforations 
Areas of high stress concentration, indicated in red by FEA, can be used to optimize the position 
of perforations in the box panels. 
BAD GOOD
If perforations cross the red areas (Figure A), the risk of premature failure and box collapse is 
higher than if perforations are out of the high stress areas (Figure B). 
7 .2.6 FEA to Optimize Precut Case 
As a concrete experiment, the author asked SCA Box Mechanics Department to perform a full 
FEA on the new Reworked CSDC Mupet lL Tall 2x6 (Reversed Curve & Chevrons 2x2): 
I 
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7.2.6.1 Step 1 
As a first step, FEA is applied to the equivalent RSC Objectives: 
• Run FEA to simulate BCT on the equivalent RSC (same dimensions and same board
grade as final SRP) and visualize the stress distribution.
• Arrange perforations & handles out of the red areas, as much as possible
7.2. 6.2 Step 2 
In Step 2, the FEA is run on the Reworked CSDC Mupet lL Tall 2x6, including perforations and 
handles as designed in Step 1. The objective is to visualize compression stress, simulate 
deformations, and also identify the weakness zones related to this specific SRP mechanical 
structure. 
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Stress Visualization 
Red areas indicate failure 
(SRP) Stress level Inside 
FEM Study- SCA Packaging Sweden - Box Mechanics Department 
Failures which are supposed to occur in the high stress area (red zones) of the model are 
corroborated by actual BCT in Lab.: 
BCT Carried out by SCA Packaging Sweden - Box Mechanics Department 
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Simulation of Deformations 
Deformation of SRP 
ANSYS 9.0 
JUN 26 2007 
16:52:34 
DISPLACEMENT 
STEP=6 
SUB =7 
TIME=6 
PowerGraphics 
EFACET=l 
AVRES=Mat 
OMX =1. 156 
*DSCA=50
xv =.6595 
YV =-.599091 
zv =.454038 
*DIST=356.14
*XF =243.917 
*YF =18.129 
*ZF =166.926 
VUP =Z 
A-ZS=2.054
Z-BUFFER
EDGE
FEM Study: SCA Packaging Sweden - Box Mechanics Department 
Deformations simulated by the model are corroborated by BCT in Lab.: 
BCT Carried Out by SCA Packaging Sweden - Box Mechanics Department 
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FEA Consistency for BCT Analysis 
• BCT comparison for the new CSDC Mupet IL 2x6 (Precut RSC)
Box Compression Test 
Simulated BCT (BCT) 
50%HR 
2060N 2020N 
Data from SCA Packaging Sweden - Box Mechanics Department 
• BCT comparison for the corresponding RSC Mupet IL 2x6
Box Compression Test 
Simulated BCT (BCT) 
50%HR 
2331N 2300N 
Data from SCA Packaging Sweden - Box Mechanics Department 
For the Reworked CSDC Mupet IL Tall 2x6 and the corresponding RSC (same dimension and 
same board grade, but without perforation), the simulated BCT values are also fully consistent 
with the experiment. 
7.2.7 FEA to Support SRP Design: Conclusions 
Since FEA enables the determination of the SRP structure that delivers the best mechanical 
performances, this advanced method can provide a good and rational approach to designing a 
precut case before proceeding with prototypes. In addition, FEA can be a useful computer­
assisted tool for visualizing the perforations that are suffering highest stress, identifying the 
weakness zones, and helping to rework the relevant parts of the precut RSC when strongest 
resistance is required. 
In spite of these benefits, the author does not recommend systematically running FEA to support 
new precut RSC development, since it is an intensive process. Nevertheless, to comply with best 
practices, packaging engineers and corrugate suppliers will have to keep in mind the basic results 
obtained from FEA applied to RSC, in order to set up perforations and handles out of the high 
stress areas (see STEP I above). FEA on the complete precut RSC (see STEP 2 above) could be 
employed to support a very new and complex SRP design. 
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7.3 Effects of Perforations on the BCT Resistance of the Precut RSC 
7.3.1 Effect of the Type of Perforation 
For the same location of perforations (in the mid-height of the vertical panels), this SMURFIT­
KAPPA study shows that the type of perforation impacts BCT resistance. 
Effect of the Type of Perforation on BCT 
Precut RSC 400x300x200, B-Flute: 140Klwt-112WBF-150TL 
100 ,--,r--,-- ----
80 
� 60 
I-
40 
20 
0 +---'-----L-�--'----'-�-'----L-�--'----'-�-'----L-�--'----'-----1 
Not Straight 
Perforated 4x4 
Straight Stagger ed 1/2 Zipper Chevrons 
4x20 
7.3.2 Effect of the Horizontal Height of Perforation 
In addition to the above study, and considering a given type of perforation (straight 4x20), 
SMURFIT-KAPPA demonstrated by performing tests that the height of the horizontal 
perforations can significantly impact the BCT resistance of precut cases. 
100 
75 
50 
25 
0 
Effect of the perforation height 
Box dimensions = 400x300x200 mm 
40 50 
Perforation Height [mm] 
100 
These lab results corroborate the stress locations, as simulated by FEA (see Section 7.2.5). 
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7.3.3 Effect of the Case Perimeter Cut-Out 
This SMURFIT-KAPPA study relates the BCT resistance to the percentage of perimeter cut-out. 
100 
80 
BCT 
[%] 60
40 
20 
Effect of Case Perimeter Cut-Out on BCT 
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Cut Perimeter 1000/o 
2 
100°/o 
7.3.4 BCT Index & Product Visibility
3 
66°/o 
4 
50°/o 
5 
33°/o 
No 
QO/o
This study was carried out by SCA Gasny (France) to relate the die-cut shape in lateral panels of 
a precut case to the BCT Index and Product Visibility. 
Lab BCTs were performed with prototypes matching the same dimensions and board grade as 
the main existing SRP precut case used in the Compiegne CP plant for Fabric Softener bottles 
sold in Germany: CSDC Mupet 750 ml 2x6. 
• Board grade :TL190 / C140 / TL 170
• Internal dimensions :390 x 190 x 213 mm
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Furthermore for all alternative designs shown below, the die-cut is made with the perforation 
type: straight perforations 27x6 mm. The variable parameter of the different precut cases 
considered below consists in the shape of cut-outs only. 
Regarding definition of the product visibility, it is the ratio between the flat surface of precut 
RSC to be removed on the shelf divided by the flat overall surface of the complete case before 
removal of the precut part. 
BCTINDEX PRODUCT VISIBILITY 
RSC 100 0 
l-� 86 33 
I .___ J 70 51 
r---� 65 38 
I 74 49 
�
83 35 
[ � 76 41 
�
70 50 
�
60 48 
C�-�- 69 52 
C 83 35 
rs. 70 51 
l���-�· 84 34 
t=:: 61 44 
��
71 47 
�
83 37 
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7.4 Best Practice Guidelines for Designing Precut Cases 
Case Studies, lab tests, FEA, supplier's background, and all the additional information that the 
author obtained by conducting this thesis project have resulted in the creation of basic Design­
Oriented Guidelines for precut development. 
7.4.1 Perforation Optimization for Clean and Easy Opening 
A key-point in designing a precut case that complies with the first Functional Requirement of 
retailers is to deliver a product that is "Easy Open." To meet this SRP requirement, packaging 
engineers and corrugate suppliers have to pay attention to the following: 
• Designing an opening system that is easy to grip by including handles or holes for finger
placement
• Playing with types of perforations and implementing easy tearing perforations in the low
stressed areas
• Reducing the peak of stress while opening by cutting corners
--
BAD DESIGN GOOD DESIGN 
7.4.2 Perforation Design to Maximize BCT Resistance 
If Easy Open is a fundamental requirement for retailers, this requirement is often met to the 
detriment of the BCT resistance, although it is a key-characteristic for manufacturers to make 
sure that goods withstand the mechanical constraints in the distribution channels. To conciliate 
these conflicting perspectives between retailers and manufacturers, designers of precut cases will 
need to strive to preserve BCT resistance as much as possible by: 
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• Minimizing cutting of the case perimeter
• Optimizing location of the horizontal perforations
.. 
.. 
BAD DESIGN GOOD DESIGN 
• Keeping perforations out of the high compression stress areas (according to basic FEA
results)
.. 
.. 
BAD DESIGN GOOD DESIGN 
Of course, applying Best Practice to maximize the BCT resistance of precut RSC will have to be 
balanced with product visibility. At this point the packaging engineers and corrugate suppliers 
will to determine the best compromise to meet the retailer's SRP requirements within 
manufacturing constraints. 
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7.5 SRP Technical Guidelines for 7 Basic SRP Concepts 
The Design-oriented Guidelines previously established define the best practices to be used in 
designing perforations in precut cases, but neither the constraints nor the limits of the 
manufacturing process of the corrugate suppliers have been considered until now. If most of the 
relevant SRP solutions for CP products are based on precut RSC, there are other existing 
alternatives, such as Precut Wrap-Around, Tray & Hood, or Corner Tray, whose guidelines 
should also be formalized. This is the goal of the Technical Guidelines that were developed by 
the author with corrugate suppliers for the seven most appropriate SRP alternatives for CP 
products: 
• Assembled Tray & Hood
• Separated Tray & Hood
• Corrugated Slotted Die Cut
• Corrugated Slotted Die Cut U-Shape
• Corrugated Stackable Precut Case
• Precut Wrap Around
• Corner Tray
In the pages that follow, SRP Technical Guidelines are presented in a user-friendly, single-sheet 
format. This easy to use document compiles key-dimensions, the BCT Index, printing 
possibilities, and suppliers' expertise and tricks that can be used to assist packaging engineers in 
designing suitable solutions for CP finishing lines that fit corrugate suppliers' facilities. 
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7.5.1 Assembled Tray & Hood 
$�':-!-.��� SI!...,,.__ __ _ 
T echnlcal Gu1dellnes 
L : Lenght 
w . Width 
1 
� 
D :Depth &Drruni=A+B=130mm 
A : Height of the front panel (llood) 
A' : Height of the back panel (hood} 
B : Hei� of the front panel (tray) 
B' · Height ol the back panel (tray) 
C • Height (mlnij of the front panel (tray) 
X Ov• al lat size (Auembled Tray & Hood} 
Y : Over • 11.t 5tz. (Alunded Tray & Hood) 
Y' : Om all ftahiu (lray) 
Y" Ovr- altlat sin (hood) 
w 
< 
25-...i..__1-- 1J 
L 
Assembled Tray & Hood 
w;J/ 
LIMITS * (mm) 
Mini maxi recommended 
L 200 700 250<L<500 
w 110 400 200<W<400 
D 130 500 130<0<500 
A Ir\. 65 
A' 65 
B JI\ 65 >80
B' 65 >80
C 35 B 
y 250 950 
'{ 180 "OO<Y'<S( 
y• 180 200<Y'<7� 
y 700 •!ii25 IOO<X<141 0 
'Study la requ,red when wo are close to lmils 
I 
� vI I w L I c( I I 
JL __J_ 
m=--c:>� • -=- • .__. --- • c:- ==-
ON COATI:D PAPER 
• Study requlred 
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7.5.2 Separated Tray & Hood 
&�•:+.�.�� !2�--....-
T echnJcal Guidelines Separated Tray & Hood 
L : lAnght 
w :Wlctth 
D : O.plh 
1 
B · Htigkt of the front panel 
B : Height of the baci penel 
X : Owral flat si::e {hood) 
Y : 0¥.r all ftil slzll (hood) 
X' : Owrlllflalliu(Tray) 
Y' : Owr •II flat size (Tray) 
LIMITS• 
Mini ma.xi recommended 
L 250 400 
w 150 400 
D 200 390 
B 35 45 40 
B' 35 160 If\. B' S 1/3 D
'r 3f0 410 
"' 2'.!0 600 
&.o 1530 
} .. :o ft)() 
• A study;, requited when we are cbse to limits (CERMEX DATA) 
_, i:=;,-W L W L
---, 
1+ 
Y' 
BCOLORS 
r. 
LI 
r. 
11 
l 
LI D 
---.:.,. ________________________ .;, ____________________ _ 
���I 
! 1 ------Bn �
I,. X 
a::-, c:::» !!51. - • ES • ·---· .==s 
VARNISH ON COATI:D PAPER Ott CVTTING 
YES y:E§_ YES 
•s 1uired 
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7.5.3 Precut RSC: CSDC 
*�-=+.�.��
!!£�..,--,.-
[
Ml M,O�: 
T echnlcal Guldellnes !I 
Earning of BCT acconllng to@ln % .. �--------------------, 
21+--------------------
21+------------------c=>""� 
"'I a:..,--1=--' 
,-------zC�
< 
L' 
t 1• tt n 21 � � a n 
@ In 'Y, ol tho length of tho box -
•&fo*ia.iacTi,,� ICt.-o 
-l ...... lC .... 
L : Lenght 
w: Width 
D : Oopth 
®: Sart1r111 position of pncut 
B : Height of the front panll 
Bo, e,.,..,."' T .o _,..." '6 H1:I001 
C : Starting position on the front panel 
X Over all flat sin 
Y :OveraUatsln 
·---.. @ 
Corrugated Slotted Die Cut 
L 
w� 
LIMITS• (mml 
Mini maxi recommended 
L 150 700 250<L<500 
w 110 700 200<W<400 
D 100 500 200<0<400 
(A) 1/4L 3/4L 
B 40 >45
C 12 30 15<C<20 
X 500 2360 >700
y 190 910 
• Study required when we are close to lirrwts 
X 
[ _u __________ . ·--------------------f-------i---�-;;�----------�r--------- -----�------
1 J_ - --- i 
L ; ' f �3)f-
! Ai
l r 
�1 
: W-- -
i I;\ 
i � 
"-J.__ l' 1<Y5
1 
 p 1<Y5 
�w 
a� 
l;:r---------- -----�--------- ------ -------r::: __ , -,,� 11 
�,_.P 
�- L 
-- IFilt. ...... --- ...... c::;;;;. -- c::> � =s,. • -=- • - • --- • -=: �
NB COLORS 
§. 
-4_ 
§_ 
\/AANiSH 
YE 
YES 
ON COATEO PAPER 
lE 
YES 
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OIECUTIN ,nERCUTIING 
YE YES 
YE YES 
YES CMu SiZ<l 12001<1000 ONl. Y ON HEIGHT OF CASE 
' study ,.quired 
7.5.4 Precut RSC: CSDC-U Shape 
@: �':-!-.�.�� 
!Z�J-.....--
[Mf'"M8".d' 
•�accen:flngleA•ndA' 
T echnlcal GuJdellnes, iCorrugated Slotted Die Cut "U" Shape
L : Langill
w: Width 
D . Depth 
� 
L 
w 
D 
Mini 
150 
110 
100 
LIMITS • (mm) 
maxi recommended 
700 250<L<500 
700 200<W<400 
500 200<0<500 
A : Stll11ng posrtion on tht from panel / folding uis 
A' : Starting position on the flont panel 
A 
A' 
40 >45
0 or>40 >45
B : Height of tht front panel B 40 >45
X · Ovw all 'Ill slzt X 'i' ,() 2_..,o 100 
Y : Ov,ul !lat size y () 910 
• study is requred when we are cbse to lmits 
T' 
--- - - -- �-- --- -- ,-- - - ! ��l J-- ---- ---;._-- _---_--- _---�-r
1: "---4 r-- -i .!--• I 
� 071 
,_ 
� I ! ! i I 
� : L_ ___________ ...... J_u.-.;,i�- i 
c__ ___ _JL ___ _J._ ___ ____Jl_ 
-=- a::11:.. --· .... •-=-• ·--· � 
FLEXO PRE-PRfMT 
FLEXO POST- PRINT 
FSET LABELL,..G • 
NBOOLORS 
6 
§. '!'� YES 
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DIECUTII 
� 
YES 
YES !Ma• S1zt11200x1000 NlY 
7.5.5 Precut RSC: CSPC 
��':-!-.��� 
.9!!P ___ _ 
• � KCOrding 1D C Mid C" 
T echnlcal Guldellnes Corrugated Stackable Precut Case 
L : Lenght 
W: Width 
D : Depth 
I 
I 
\ 
A : Starmg position of precut 
B : Hei�t o1 the front panel 
-
�_,> 
C : Starting position on the front panel I folding axis 
C': Starting position on 1he front panel 
X Over all flatsize 
Y Over aU flat size 
LIMITS *Cmml 
Mini m.ixi recommended 
L 150 700 250<L<500 
w 110 700 200<W<400 
D 100 500 200<0<500 
A 30 >40
B 40 >45
C 40 >45
C' 0 or >40 >45
y 500 2360 >700
y 190 s•o 
• Study II requted when we a,e dose to lmds 
W L W 
L----� 
- ----- ---- ---- ----�------.L. ----------------------------- Y-- ----- -------- ----
: B 
i ,Tc,---::::::,-,
_j c - _.. c·� . 
.,,: ' ul, 
� Ill' Ill i ij g ::; $; : 8 
i5 Q, "' ! -5 
f i � 
------------- _l_ -,- ---------- .. -- -� __ __!________________ i
-1 P 1517! 
A 
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W/2 
D y 
'/2 
7.5.6 Precut Wrap Around 
&�f:-!-.A�'? 9!�--- [""'"""••u:d' 
T echnlcal Guldellnes 
L : Lenght 
w : Wid!h 
D : Depth ® . Starting position ot precut 
B : Height of the front panel 
B' : Htight of t11t !rent pariet 
X ; Over • fta1 sin 
Y : Over Ill ftll alze 
-- ---------------------- --- ---t------.. ----- ---. -J._ ---
: .,. 
I l , , 
L 
w 
D 
B 
B' 
X 
y 
LIMITS• (mm) 
Mini maxi 
150 600 
100 400 
60 350 
1!4L 3!4L 
45 W/2 
25 B 
500 5.-,0 
240 •oo
T i ,
ef 
' W ,/ D W 0 
1: 
l 
-f>� • , 
---c::::Y 
:, 
i® ----i-l-- ---- -------
� 
recommended 
250<L<500 
200<W<300 
120<0<250 
>55
>45
ji 
-' 
-.- ...... -=--c:::>� •-=-• --·---· � 
BC0l0RS --§_-- VARNISFI YES DIE CUTil'IG 
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y 
7.5.7 Corner Tray 
r@:t �':+.���
!Z .'Z,,<--J--
T echnlcal Guldellnes 
BCT ........ to-----
®®®e 
L : Langhl 
W : Width 
0 . Deplh 
A Width of !he comtr 
Different form of profiles 
B : Height of !ht frOllt panel 
X : o..r al fta1 size 
Y : Omallllilstu 
L 
w 
D 
A 
B 
), 
LIMITS• (mm) 
Mini maxi recommended 
200 600 
200 600 
70 250 
30 80 >55
35 D >45
340 1100 
.j() 1,00 
• Stucty ll required ¥,'hen we are dose to lmut1 (Mee, Svstern PATA for 1t1nd1rd macblnt1)
' 
a=--aFR • 
PRE.PRINT• 
··-·r·----·--·--
____ L ----··-··-r-·- ·--- -- ·---r- ·-,-- ·-----
{-; <it!· r .,.,. 
L LD 
D 
w L D '- .... 
__ __  L ____ _ 1 __ _ _ _  .;.... _ _ ----·
B cc=cc=,o=cc=•r"='
I( ---
m=--c::>� 
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7.6 BCT Index for Basic SRP Concepts 
For any new development of shipping cases, and especially for SRP, the main concern for 
manufacturers is the BCT resistance. To address this concern, it seemed essential to create a 
user-friendly table illustrating the BCT Index for Basic SRP concepts. 
As a pragmatic approach to developing a basic solution, the first step for packaging engineers 
will be to refer to this table, balance the BCT Index with the ability of the finished products to 
withstand compression stress, and then discard inappropriately low BCT concepts for low 
compression strength products. 
The BCT Index table on the next two pages was established with ALLARD after tests were 
performed in the laboratory. To get comparative and consistent values, BCT was carried 
according to the procedure NF H13-001. Prototypes of each SRP concept were made with the 
same board grade and same dimensions (286x253x212 mm). 
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(@t�':+.�.�� 
Sl:�.-1-...,.-
T echn;lcal Guldellnes 
Regular Slotted Case
Corrugated Slotted Die Cut
Box Compression Test according NF H13-001 
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BCT Index· 
Corrugated Stackable Precut case 
Corrugated Slotted Die Cut
�
leversed curve 
* For the same size 286x253x212
with the same board quality (samples)
&�':-!--.��� !Z�---
Technical Gulde.llne 
Assembled Tray & Hood 
Corner Tray 
Box Compression Test according NF H13-001 
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BCT Index· 
Separated Tray & Hood 
Precut Wrap around 
• For the same size 286x253x212
with the same board quality (samples)
7.7 Price Index for Basic SRP Concepts 
Since Colgate Palmolive operates in an industrial world where no technical solution is relevant if 
its cost is not, the author decided to conclude this thesis study with a financial guideline. For 
each SRP concept appropriate to CP products, the Price Index was defined with suppliers. This 
data reflects the costs related to the SRP features and the die-cutting technology (rotary or the 
flat die-cutting) versus the reference price of an equivalent RSC (same board grade and 
dimensions). Designed in a user-friendly format, the datasheets on the following pages aim to 
quickly provide marketing with a Price Index for calculating the margin of the product shipped 
in SRP and to help speed up decision making. 
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*��+�.�'?.
fl! g,.,,._�-- I
M£M8REd�u 
T echnlcal Guldellnes 
--
Corrugated Slotted Case - -·----
� 
PRICE 
PRICE Index· 
�1 
rliH Com.1911•4 
lllt:.c:unh"iq booud 
PlaMn Di• <Ht caM 
*ESTIMATED PRICES (case size and quality board can significantly affect theses estimates)
* For the same size : 286x253x212 with the same board quality (samples)
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�������
9! !i'r-------,..- I
MEM6RE d�_llta�1::�1vl
Technlcal Guldellnes 
Corrugated Stackable Precut Case 
� 
Flat 
dlt.tunhl!I 
Pl.tt•• DI• cut caff 
PRICE Index· 
4&Z". 
I 
if&Z> "' 
flat C•nugate4 
ill��u,dn1 lMtaul 
fl« _,...,. .. � (Na.(M(-
"'"·....., loo>-.1 
PlatH Dl•-c:ut Ct'tH 
-
_/ 
*ESTIMATED PRICES (case size and quality board can significantly affect theses estimates)
* For the same size: 286x253x212 with the same board quality (samples)
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$���.��� 
[;!!J>_,1.-----
[MCMBIUZ ds . 
T echnlcal Guldellnes 
iJ&Z?' � 
fl,t (00119.itd 
tlle11tnit",n h�1,t 
Pl.ittn Die.cut UH 
PRICE Index· 
�· 
rl.111 
tlle-t:WTl11g 
Pl.iMn Olt..CUl<aH 
·ESTIMATED PRICES (case size and quality board can significantly affect theses estimates)
* For the same size: 286x253x212 with the same board quality (samples)
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS 
There are so many combinations of board grades, perforation types, finishing line facilities, 
product features, distribution channels, and specific retailer requirements that each SRP demand 
will need to have a specific study conducted to define the best recommended solutions. The 
belief that absolute rules could be established for designing an ideal SRP in any cases is an 
illusion. 
Nevertheless by this study, the author strove to create SRP Cards and establish SRP Technical
Guidelines that account for the perspectives of retailers, Colgate Palmolive, and corrugate 
suppliers. 
In addition to the retailer-oriented SRP Score Cards from ECR, these basic manufacturing­
oriented tools should enable packaging engineers to develop win-win SRP solutions for all 
parties concerned. 
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APPENDIX A 
EMO for Industrial Validation of New SCA Reworked CSDC 
�;; COLG"ArE·�Al.MOLfllE WMPMIY
Experimental Manufacturing Order 
Product Mupet 1 L Tall 2x6:Reworked CSDC reversed die-cut curve+ chevrons 2x2 
Originator Ludovic Babicz 
Date 21/03/2007 
Date Submitted 
Charge Number 
Internal Order Number FR10C6PL7017 
Authorization and Dates 
Originator's Manager 
Daniel Bombasaro 
Jacques Lalanne 
Benoit Behra 
Pierre-Alex Jacquerez 
Anke Weber 
Emmanuel Boillon 
To Be Completed by Originator 
Purpose of Experiment 
26/03/2007 
26/03/2007 
26/03/2007 
27/03/2007 
Approved 
03/27/2007 
Approved 
27/03/2007 
Plant FR13. CP France Compiegne 
Originating Department Packaging 
Expected Start Date 26/03/2007 
Formula Number (if applicable) 
Emilie Beaumont 
Jean-Francois Wyllie 
Georges Dubois 
EMO No. LB 07-001-
00 FR13 
Current Status 
Authorized 
Financial 
Accountability 
Operations Finishing 
Completion Date 
Stock Number (if 
applicable) 
Approved 
28/03/2007 
Approved 
28/03/2007 
Approved 
28/03/2007 
To meet German Retailers' requirements, a new SRP concept was developed by SCA by reworking the 
existing CSDC to deliver following improvements of: 
- easy identification
- easy opening
- easy shop
Validation of this Reworked CSDC will be carried out on Fabric Softener Mu pet 1 L Tall 2x6. 
Criteria to be tested: 
-> Integrity of the new reversed die-cut curve and perforations chevrons 2x2 on line and logistics. 
->Impact of the external layer on the machines, transportation test and storage. 
2 External layers to be tested: 
-brown test liner 220g/m2 
- white 200g/m2 
Experiment Design 
Run 4 pallets of finished product with blank brown cover cases 
Run 4 pallets of finished product with blank white cover cases 
Finishing line: LC05 
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Date of trials: Wk 13 
Case features 
-> Case count 12 : 2 facings x 6 rows 
-> Type : Reworked CSDC 
-> Design : see technical drawing SCA n° P0?-02-382 and preliminary T-spec T20008811 
-> Internal dimensions : 390 x 190 x 268 mm 
-> Minimum Top load resistance 
Brown cover: 200 dNa min, 
White cover: 200 dNa min 
-> Corrugate composition 
Brown cover: TL220/CW160/TL220 
White cover: WT200/CW160/TL220 
-> Availability in Compiegne plant: delivery from SCA by beginning of Wk 12. 
PALLET PATTERN 
-> cases I layer : 12 
-> layers I pallet :3 
-> cases I pallet : 36 
KEY-POINTS TO BE CHECKED DURING TRIALS : 
Following points to be validated at nominal speed : 
For the precut cases: 
- Box forming,
- Die-cut functionality,
- robot packing,
- flaps closing
- filled case opening using the perforations
- PMS conveyors and palettization
- Handling of cases by palletizors and layers building-up.
Storage test : 
- Pallets to be stored 2 weeks (stacking 1 /1) before sending for transport test.
Transport test : 
- Route : Compiegne CP plant (France)-> Hamburg warehouse (Germany)-> Compiegne CP plant
- 8 pallets to be shipped by truck to Hamburg and return to Compiegne (stacked 1/1) for transport test.
Validation at Hamburg : 
Reinhard Chomse to take pictures and confirm whether the pallets are acceptable. 
-> Check integrity of pallets, cases, bottles, caps and labels when return 
Success Criteria 
CASES : 
-> Box forming: cases will have to be squared correctly by the Former, without die-cut tearing. 
Perforations in chevrons 2x2 must be intact. 
-> Die-cut functionality: opening must be easy and clean, without delamination of the external layer of 
corrugate. 
-> Robot packing: internal dimensions must fit bottles arrangement with the Case Packer Robot. 
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-> Flaps closing: hot melt glue must ensure an efficient sticking of the flaps: no case must open during 
transportation on PMS conveyors. Perforations in chevrons 2x2 must be intact. 
PALLET PATTERN: PMS CONVEYORS AND PALLETIZATION: 
-> PMS conveyors: cases must run correctly on conveyors, without locking or falling on conveyors. 
-> Palletization: layers must be built and displayed properly to provide palletized load with good stability. 
Perforations in chevrons 2x2 must be intact. 
TRANSPORT TEST : round-trip Compiegne -> Hamburg -> Compiegne 
-> At delivery in Hamburg: perform a very quick check-up without opening cases or dismantling pallets. 
Pictures captured in a brief e-mail by Reinhard will be enough to confirm that pallets are arrived in good 
conditions in Hamburg. 
-> At return in Compiegne: pallets will be inspected in Wk 15. 
-> Integrity of packaging materials: 
A complete analysis of pallets will be performed by Ludovic Babicz in Wk 15. No collapsed case, damaged 
perforations, dented bottle and broken cap must be observed after storage and transport tests. 
STORAGE TEST 
-> After 2 weeks storage (stacking 1 /1 ), pallets will be quickly inspected in Wk 17 before sending for 
transportation test in Germany. 
Special Raw/Packing Material/Source 
Specific trial order has been placed for blank Reworked CSDC with white and brown covers. To be delivered 
by SCA Wk 12 in Compiegne plant. 
Planned Disposition of Product 
The bottles used for the transport test and storage will be recovered after the trials and packed in RSC cases 
to be sold. 
Comments 
Georges Dubois Authorized this EMO on 28/03/2007 19:20: 19 
Jean-Francois Wyllie Authorized this EMO on 28/03/2007 9:45:30 
Emilie Beaumont Authorized this EMO on 28/03/2007 09:25:11 
Emmanuel Boillon Authorized this EMO on 27/03/2007 19:07:35 
Emmanuel Boillon on 27/03/2007 19:06:25 said: 
--->Proceed with test of white cover cases first. 
Anke Weber Authorized this EMO on 3/27/2007 6:53:49 PM 
Anke Weber on 3/27/2007 6:51 :30 PM said: 
--->Arnaud Deseine should be informed about this trial for the conveyor & palletization part 
Pierre-Alex Jacquerez Authorized this EMO on 27/03/2007 17:29:06 
Benoit Behra Authorized this EMO on 26/03/2007 21 :34:26 
Jacques Lalanne Authorized this EMO on 26/03/2007 15:36:32 
Daniel Bombasaro Authorized this EMO on 26/03/2007 11 :35:41 
Daniel Bombasaro on 26/03/2007 11 :34:01 said: 
--->Success of criteria: no impact on line speed (225 bpm) 
Daniel Bombasaro on 26/03/2007 11 :33:35 said: 
--->Labor cost = 1000€ 
Ludovic Babicz Submitted this EMO on 26/03/2007 10:09:35 
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APPENDIXB 
EMO Report and Conclusions for New SCA Reworked CSDC Approval 
f:;t CO.C.G"ArE·PAt.MO.t.fllE COMPMJ'f 
Experimental Manufacturing Order 
Report and Conclusions for Approval 
Product Mupet 1 L Tall PCB12:Precut case+ pearly white caps 
Originator Ludovic Babicz 
Date 29/03/2007 
Date Submitted 
EMO Status Authorized 
To Be Completed by Originator 
EMO HEADLINES 
The purpose was: 
Precut cases validation for the Mupet 1 L tall PCB 12. 
Criteria to be tested: 
Plant FR13. CP France Compiegne 
Originating Department Packaging 
Proposed Conclusion 
PASS 
EMO No. LB 
07-001-00 
Operations 
Finishing 
Conclusion 
Approval 
Status 
-> The die-cut curve was reversed. It must remain intact during all steps from the production line to 
the shelves. 
->Impact of the external layer on the machines, transportation test and storage. 
2 external layers were tested: 
Finishing line for test: LC05. 
EMO Report 
-brown test liner 220 g/m2 
-white 200 g/m2 
The line speed was 180 bpm instead of 225 bpm. 
Industrial trials with white Reworked CSDC: 
-> Box forming: 
OK. The forming had to be set because the height of the precut case was smaller. 
-> Die-cut functionality : 
OK. The precut held during all the steps (from the forming machine to the storage) 
-> Robot Case Packer: 
OK, the dimensions are good. The bottles can be put easily in the case. 
-> Flaps closing: 
OK. The machine needed to be set because the height of the precut case was smaller. 
-> Opening test with cases of finished products: 
OK. Very clean opening provided by the perforations in chevrons 2x2. There is no delamination of 
cardboard. 
-> PMS conveyors and palletization: 
OK. A little weakness for the first white cases maybe due to the beginning of production. According 
to PMS, the trial is nevertheless good. 
->Handling of cases by palletizors and layers building-up. 
OK. 
This is important to note that new reworked CSDC did not impact the line speed. 
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For the brown cover Reworked CSDC: Results are the same. 
The new SCA Reworked CSDC with reversed die-cut curve and chevrons 2x2 passed also the 
industrials tests on the Compiegne facilities. 
Transport test CPG > HAM > CPG: 
- 8 pallets to be shipped by truck to Hamburg (stacked 1 /1) for transport test. These pallets will be sent
to Humbug on Friday Wk 13.
Validation at Hamburg : 
-> Reinhard Chomse to take pictures and confirm whether the pallets are acceptable. 
Results: The pallets are OK. 
Extract from Reinhard's mail: "Everything went well, no damages on pallets due to transport and 
stacking, than one pallet damaged by a fork-lift. 
From technical side pre-cut version is okay for me. Brown corrugated will be okay from marketing 
point of view!" 
See attached pictures. 
->Pallets returned to Compiegne the 12/04/07: the pallets are in the same state as in Hamburg. 
No collapse even for the damaged pallet. 
Brown and White Reworked CSDC passed the transport test. 
Storage test : 
-> 8 Pallets to be stored 2 weeks (stacking 1 /1 ). Beginning of Wk 15
-> Pallets inspection: Wk 17 
-> Status: OK. The pallets did not collapse. 
-> 2 bottom pallets show an inflation of the sides of the first layer but there is no consequence on the 
bottles. 
->the stretch film damaged the corners of the cases but perforations withstood this stress. The film 
should go down 5 cm on the wood pallet. 
-> The damaged pallet show cases on the first layer whose sides are inflated but the precut didn't 
break. 
The new SCA Reworked CSDC with reversed die-cut curve and chevrons 2x2 passed the storage 
test. 
Proposed Conclusion 
PASS 
Attachments 
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APPENDIXC 
EMO for Industrial Validation of New ALLARD Reworked CSDC 
Ci!!; COt.G"A�·".Af.MOLfW: COMPAJV'f EMO No. LB 07-007-
01FR13 
Experimental Manufacturing Order 
Current Status Routing 
Product PAIC Excel 500 ml 3x4 Limited Edition : Reworked CSDC with Reversed Curve and Zip Fastener from ALLARD 
Originator Ludovic Babicz Plant FR13. GP France Compiegne Financial 
Accountability 
Date 01/06/2007 Originating Department Packaging Operations Finishing 
Date Submitted 
Charge Number 
Internal Order Number FR10C6PL4001 for labor 
FR10C6PL7003 for packaging 
Authorization and Dates 
Originator's Manager 
Daniel Bombasaro 
Pierre-Yves Bertho 
Emmanuel Boillon 
Benoit Behra 
Nathalie Constant 
Jean-Francois Wyllie 
To Be Completed by Originator 
Purpose of Experiment 
Expected Start Date 30/05/2007 
Formula Number (if applicable) 
04/06/2007 
04/06/2007 
04/06/2007 
Completion Date 
Stock Number (if 
applicable) 
Georges Dubois 
Jacques Lalanne 
The goal of is experiment is to qualify the new ALLARD Reworked CSDC (with Reversed Curve and Zip 
Fastener) to provide improved SRP solution for "Limited Edition" Paic Excel 500 ml 3x4 Gold and Silver. 
Experiment Design 
1/GENERAL DATA 
-> Trial code: 30006001 
->Run 4 pallets of finished product with blank cases on finishing line LC26 by Wk 22. 
->Line used: LC26 
->Quantity of produced pallets for cases' trial: 4 (288 cases) 
CASE: 
-> Case count 12 : 3 facings x 4 rows 
->Type : Precut cases 
-> Design : see attached technical drawing Allard n°45895 
-> Internal dimensions : 384 x 248 x168 mm 
-> Corrugate composition: white TL 200 / C 140 / TL 270 (allard code C947WS) 
-> Availability in Compiegne: was delivered by Allard in Wk 21. 
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PALLET PATTERN : 
-> cases I layer : 9
-> layers I pallet :8 
-> cases I pallet : 72
KEY-POINTS TO BE CHECKED DURING TRIALS 
1/Following points to be validated at nominal speed on finishing line: 
For the precut cases: 
- Dimensions fit the specification
- Box forming
- Die-cut functionality
- robot packing
- flaps closing
- filled case opening using the perforations
- PMS conveyors and palletization
- Handling of cases by palletizors and layers building-up.
2/ Transport test CPG > LE HA VRE> CPG: 
- 2 pallets to be shipped by truck to Le Havre for transport test. The pallets will not be stacked.
- Check integrity of pallets, cases, bottles, caps and labels when return and confirm if the pallets are
acceptable or not.
3/ Storage test: 
-> 2 Pallets to be stored 2 weeks (stacking 1/1 ). 
The transport and storage test will be managed at the same time. 
Success Criteria 
1/CASES : 
-> Box forming: cases will have to be squared correctly by the Former, without die-cut tearing. 
Perforations must remain intact. 
-> Die-cut functionality: opening must be easy and clean, without delamination of the external layer of 
corrugate. 
-> Robot packing: internal dimensions must fit bottles display by Robot. 
-> Flaps closing: no case must open during transportation on PMS conveyors. Zip fastener perforations 
must remain intact. 
2/ PALLET PATTERN: PMS CONVEYORS AND PALLETIZATION: 
-> PMS conveyors: cases must run correctly on conveyors, without locking or falling on conveyors. 
-> Palletization: layers must be built and displayed properly to provide palletized load with good stability. 
Zip fastener perforations must remain intact. 
3/ TRANSPORT TEST : round-trip Compiegne ->Le Havre-> Compiegne 
-> At return in Compiegne: pallets will be inspected in Wk 24. 
-> Integrity of packaging materials: A complete analysis of pallets will be performed by Ludovic 
Babicz in Wk 24. Neither damaged or collapsed cases nor squeezed or dented bottles, broken caps, 
opened precut, torn must be observed. 
4/ STORAGE TEST 
-> After 2 weeks storage (stacking 1/1 ), pallets will be inspected in Wk 24. 
-> The pallets must be intact: no collapse or damaged cases. Zip fastener perforations must remain intact. 
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Special Raw/Packing Material/Source 
Blank cases already delivered in Compiegne 
Planned Disposition of Product 
The bottles used for the transport and storage tests will be recovered after the trials and packed in the right 
cases in order to be sold. 
Comments 
Emmanuel Boillon Authorized this EMO on 04/06/2007 17:43:12 
Pierre-Yves Bertho Authorized this EMO on 04/06/2007 16:15:20 
Daniel Bombasaro Authorized this EMO on 04/06/2007 11 :25: 14 
Ludovic Babicz Submitted this EMO on 01/06/2007 16:44:18 
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